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Councillor Nick Robins, the Cabinet Member for Planning
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Agenda
1.  Comments from members of the public

To receive comments or views from members of the public at the Committee’s 
discretion. 
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The Committee to be notified of any substitute members. 
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3.  Apologies

4.  Disclosure of interests
Members are asked to disclose any interests in matters for consideration at the 
meeting. 

5.  Action notes of the meetings held on 19 November and 27 November 
2019

(Pages 3 - 14)

6.  Update from previous meeting

7.  Finance Update Report - Quarter 3 2019/20
Report of the Cabinet Member for Finance. 

(Pages 15 - 38)

8.  Quarter 3 Performance
Report of the Leader of the Council.

(Pages 39 - 55)

9.  ICT Infrastructure Transformation
Report of the Cabinet Member for Commercial and Operations. 

(Pages 57 - 63)

10.  Asset Management Strategy
Report of the Leader of the Council.

(Pages 65 - 88)

11.  Member Working Group for Leisure
To confirm the formation of, and seek volunteers for, a Member Working Group 
for Leisure. The purpose and scope of the Working Group are set out in the 
draft Terms of Reference. 

(Pages 89 - 90)

12.  Work programme
Members to review the Committee’s work programme.

(Pages 91 - 93)

13.  Any other business, which the Chairman, by reason of special 
circumstances, decides is urgent
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Meeting of the
Finance, Economic 
Development and 
Corporate Services 
Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee
Tuesday, 19 November 2019, 10.30 am

Committee Members present

Councillor Bob Adams
Councillor David Bellamy
Councillor Phil Dilks
Councillor Graham Jeal (Chairman)
Councillor Philip Knowles

Councillor Annie Mason
Councillor Charmaine Morgan
Councillor Mark Whittington (Vice-
Chairman)
Councillor Linda Wootten

Cabinet Members

Councillor Barry Dobson, the Deputy Leader of the Council and Cabinet Member for 
Housing
Councillor Adam Stokes, Cabinet Member for Finance
Councillor Rosemary Trollope-Bellew, Cabinet Member for Culture

Other Members

Councillor Ashley Baxter
Councillor Paul Wood

Officers

Director of Finance (Richard Wyles)
Strategic Director, Transformation and Change (Lee Sirdifield)
Strategic Director, Commercial and Operations (Gary Smith)
Head of Financial Services (Alison Hall-Wright)
Assistant Director, Housing (Harry Rai)
OD and Change Manager (Victoria Brackenbury)
Scrutiny Officer (Zena West)
Democratic Officer (Naomi Page)
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35. Apologies

There were no apologies received. 

36. Disclosure of interests

No interests were disclosed. 

37. Action notes of the meeting held on 5 September 2019

The action notes of the meeting held on 5 September 2019 were agreed as an 
accurate record, pending the following amendments:

  Action point, page 11- The Cabinet Member for Finance was asked to 
consult with the Deepings District Councillors, rather than the Parish 
Councillors, regarding the Deepings Special Expense Area

  Page 8, first bullet point- Councillor Morgan wished for the additional 
point to be made that herself and other Members expressed a strong 
objection to the reduction of the affordable housing requirement in the 
urban area of Grantham to 20% 

38. Update from previous meeting

Members enquired whether the update on Disabled Facilities Grant funding 
had been circulated to the committee, as some Members had not seen the 
information. Officers confirmed that this would be looked into and sent out 
following the meeting.

Action Point

 The Disabled Facilities Grant update to be circulated to Members 
of the Committee

Members also asked about the information requested on the final account of 
the Bourne CiCLE festival. It was confirmed that this information would be 
available at a workshop open to all Councillors organised by the Culture and 
Visitor Economy Overview and Scrutiny Committee. An invitation to this 
workshop would be sent when the date had been confirmed. Some Members 
commented that if the Finance, Economic Development and Corporate 
Services Committee had requested information, this information should be 
provided even if other Committees were looking into the subject. The 
Chairman confirmed that this should be the case in future. 

The Environment Overview and Scrutiny Committee would be addressing the 
item referred to it regarding the percentage of household waste sent for reuse, 
recycling and composting at its next meeting.  
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The workshop relating to the new Performance Framework had been held on 
7 October 2019. The feedback received from Councillors at this workshop 
would be taken into consideration when developing the performance 
dashboards the Committee had requested.    

39. Finance Update Report- quarter 2 2019/20

The Cabinet Member for Finance presented his report outlining the Council’s 
forecast financial position as at the end of quarter 2 of 2019/20. He referred to 
the tables and appendices within the report, which gave information regarding 
the current 2019/20 budget and the forecast variances for the Revenue 
Budget General Fund, the Housing Revenue Account, the General Fund 
Capital Programme and the HRA Capital Programme. Members were asked 
to review and note the forecast outturn position at this point in the financial 
year and to ask any questions that had arisen from the information provided.

A Member enquired as to whether the vacant cinema project A3 sites had 
impacted the Council’s forecast outturn position. Officers explained that rental 
income from the A3 sites had not been factored into the 2019/20 budget and 
therefore had not affected the Council’s financial position at this point. 

Members asked for an explanation of the shortfall in corporate procurement 
savings, which showed a forecast variance of £250k at the end of quarter 2. 
Officers confirmed that although a saving of £300k had been budgeted for the 
2019/20 period, it was anticipated that only £50k would be saved in relation to 
corporate procurement. A Procurement Officer had been recruited during the 
year and the focus of this role had been reviewing current arrangements and 
contracts and putting into place updated procurement processes, in order for 
further savings to be made in this area moving forward. As contracts were 
time-bound in nature and spanned all Service Areas, it was noted that 
achieving further procurement savings would be a gradual process.   
 
Officers were asked what arrangements were being put into place to rectify 
the areas not currently meeting their budgets, and what lessons could be 
learned from the significant variances highlighted in table 1.3 moving forward. 
It was explained that although there were significant variances, the Council 
was on track to meet the majority of the budgetary targets. Reference was 
made to changes in market trends and other external factors exposing 
budgets to volatility. It was also recognised that some of the 2019/20 budget 
and savings targets had been ambitious. The areas that had caused the most 
significant variances would be either removed, updated or reviewed as part of 
the 2020/21 budget setting process. The 2020/21 budget proposals would be 
undertaken with a more realistic approach, in order for the proposed budgets 
to align more closely with the reality of which savings and targets could be 
achieved in the next financial year. Any changes made would need to be 
offset with corresponding entries to ensure that the Council achieved a 
balanced position overall. 
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One Member asked how employment agency costs were accommodated 
within the budget. It was explained that agency spend was not a budgeted 
item and that the service area budgets for permanent staffing were used to 
secure temporary agency support, working within the existing budget for the 
vacancy. In instances such as maternity leave or long term sick leave where 
the cost of an agency worker would be in addition to the salary paid to the 
employed member of staff, the individual directorate would need to consider 
the whole of the responsible area and realign budgets elsewhere to cover 
these costs.  

A question was asked regarding staff salaries and if there was the intention for 
the Council to increase these to be more comparable with neighbouring 
authorities. Officers highlighted an exercise currently being undertaken to 
review the pay structure and look at the potential for a broader reward 
package to be introduced. This work would be completed in December and 
taken to the Employment Committee for consideration in the new year. 

Attention then turned to the income variance in relation to car parks in 
Grantham; Members queried the assumed budget increases that had not 
been achieved and whether this corresponded with the decision not to have 
increased parking charges. The budget had been set based on the 
assumption that there would be increased usage of car parks in the town 
centre, but this demand had not materialised. The Chairman reminded 
Members that car parking would be considered in further depth as part of the 
Committee’s Work Programme. 

Recommendations

 The Committee supports the principle of incorporating more 
realistic targets and savings in the 2020/21 budget setting 
process

 The Committee would like to see a more in-depth explanation 
of unmet targets at the end of quarter 3  

40. Quarter 2 performance

The Strategic Director, Transformation and Change introduced the Leader of 
the Council’s report, which gave an update on performance reporting for 
quarter 2 of 2019/20. Most of the key performance indicators were meeting 
targets, with three achieving marginally below their targets. An update was 
given regarding the development of the new performance reporting 
dashboards. Two were included as appendices to the report and a further 
three were being created and would be ready to present at the next meeting of 
the Committee. The intention was for the dashboards to explain trends and 
benchmarking when available, as well as the implications of the performance 
level achieved. Members were asked if they had any questions regarding the 
information included in the reports or the documents appended to it.
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Members asked for further explanation of the performance indicator in relation 
to the percentage of Council Tax collected, which was at amber status. This 
was attributed to an increase in Universal Credit claims in the District, which 
was now a full Universal Credit area. It was explained that when Universal 
Credit was granted to a claimant, the Council recalculated their entitlement to 
Council Tax Support. Following this recalculation, a statutory period was 
required before the next instalment of Council Tax could be taken, causing 
payment dates to be pushed back. The performance profiles were set at the 
beginning of the year based on historical trends. This profiling was refreshed 
and reviewed on an on-going basis. One Member asked how the Council were 
ensuring that vulnerable Council Tax payers were not being put at risk of 
homelessness when Council Tax was collected. Officers explained that 
although enforcement measures were taken for persistent non-payment of 
Council Tax, there was a discretionary scheme available for benefit claimants 
with eligible circumstances to apply for support in meeting rental costs. 

Attention then turned to the performance indicator measuring the percentage 
of Non-domestic Rates collected. This indicator was at red status at the end of 
quarter 2. One of the reasons behind this was increase in rates payers 
selecting the option to pay over twelve months rather than ten; this affected 
the profile of payments over the course of the year. Members asked if vacant 
retail units had an effect on the amount of Non-domestic rates collected. It 
was explained that empty units did not have a significant impact on collection 
rates as they were subject to an unoccupied property rate after a three month 
period. Officers were thanked for providing a breakdown of the occupancy 
rates of retail units by town centre as shown in Appendix 2. Members asked 
what measures could be put into place to encourage new business into 
Grantham town centre. Business engagement schemes were being 
undertaken by InvestSK to help encourage new businesses into the town 
centre. There had also been two major bids made for funding to support these 
endeavours via Historic England and the Future High Streets Fund. 
Discussion ensued regarding what other initiatives could encourage an 
increase in occupancy rates of retail units and promote Grantham town centre. 
The Chairman felt that this item should be considered in further detail at a 
future meeting of the Committee.

Action Point

 Grantham town centre business occupancy and survival rates to 
be added to the Finance, Economic Development and Corporate 
Services OSC work programme 

Members referred to the performance measure relating to the number of 
households on the top four priority bands of the Housing Register. It was 
noted that the figure had reduced by over 10% from the July figure to the 
September figure. Members asked how this reduction had been possible. 
Officers explained that the number of households on the Housing Register is 
subject to continual fluctuation due to a number of factors. Some of these 
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households would have been allocated a property; other households may no 
longer have a housing need. Housing register applicants were required to 
complete a form annually from the date of their initial application confirming if 
they still wished to remain on the register. If households did not respond to the 
letter, they would be removed from the register. Members asked why the 
figures provided were only in relation to the top four priority bands. 
Households in bands below the top four were considered to have an 
aspirational housing need, rather than a priority need, but figures for all bands 
could be provided for the Committee. Members also mentioned that they 
would like to see figures from the previous year in order to make comparisons.

Action Point

 Figures for the number of households in bands 4 and 5 of the 
Housing Register to be provided to the Committee

 Figures for the number of households on the Council’s Housing 
Register to be provided for 2018 in order for comparison to be 
made

Members noted that the number of fly tipping incidents in the District had 
increased, and requested information providing the number of prosecutions 
that had been made in this area. A further explanation of how food hygiene 
ratings were assessed was also requested. 

Action Point

 Officers to provide figures stating the number of prosecutions 
made regarding fly tipping in the current financial year 

 Further information outlining how food hygiene ratings are 
measured to be circulated to the Committee

One Member queried why the performance measure for the percentage of 
household waste sent for reuse, recycling and composting was identified as 
meeting its target if the percentage value was below the target set. It was 
explained that there was a 2.25% variance level providing a parameter by 
which a measure could be considered sufficient to meet the target. It was 
suggested that in future reports, wording should be amended to reflect when a 
performance measure had not numerically met its target. 

Recommendations

 Figures from previous years to be included in future performance 
measure reports, to provide context and comparison for the 
information provided
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41. Fees and Charges - Charging Policy

The Cabinet Member for Finance introduced his report on the Charging Policy. 
The policy contained specific principles to be considered during the fees and 
charges process, acknowledging that specific requirements would be unique 
to each Service Area. Along with Council Tax and Non-domestic rates 
revenue, fees and charges were an important element in securing Council 
funding as government funding continued to decrease and the Council was 
required to become increasingly self-sustained. In order to be effective, 
consistency was required in the fees and charges process; there had been 
examples previously of charges not keeping pace with market trends and 
demands, but it was intended that this policy would provide clear visibility and 
understanding for future annual budget cycles. A programme of work was 
being undertaken to support this policy by systematically reviewing current 
fees and charges. Members were asked if they had any questions relating to 
the report and the appended Charging Policy.

A further explanation of the full cost recovery principle was requested. It was 
confirmed that the Council was not legally permitted to make profits, but it was 
prudent to attempt to recover full costs as standard procedure. One Member 
stated that this principle would need to be adopted with caution, in order for 
due care to be taken that the Council was still meeting its Strategic Objectives 
in the fees and charges process. Officers reassured Members that there was 
scope within the policy for subsidised services to be provided as appropriate. 
Each case would be considered in its own merit in order for the Council to 
continue to provide a financially viable service whilst also achieving its 
Strategic Objectives. 

The Chairman asked why the policy had been developed. There had been a 
fees and charges strategy in place since 2012, but it was being reviewed and 
built upon as a key part of the Council’s funding mechanism moving forward. It 
was not a legal requirement to have a Charging Policy in place, but it was 
considered to be beneficial in order to create a consistent approach across all 
Service Areas. The Chairman also queried how the 30% overhead recovery 
rate figure had been calculated, and requested evidence to support this.

Recommendations

 That the Charging Policy be presented to Cabinet for 
consideration

 Evidence supporting the 30% overhead rate figure to be provided 
to the Committee

 Officers to consider whether the policy could be expanded upon 
to give more specific guidance

 Further information to be provided to Members outlining which 
services were currently subsidised  
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42. Additional meeting

The Committee agreed to hold an additional meeting on 27 November 2019 at 
9.30am in order to consider the Future Leisure Management Options item. 

43. Work programme

The Chairman informed the Committee that the date on the April meeting was 
likely to be amended. Members would be informed when alternative 
arrangements had been confirmed. 

44. Any other business, which the Chairman, by reason of special 
circumstances, decides is urgent

No further business was discussed.

45. Close of meeting

The meeting closed at 12:25. 
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Meeting of the
Finance, Economic 
Development and 
Corporate Services 
Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee
Wednesday, 27 November 2019, 9.30 am

Committee Members present

Councillor Graham Jeal (Chairman)
Councillor Bob Adams
Councillor David Bellamy
Councillor Phil Dilks

Councillor Philip Knowles
Councillor Annie Mason
Councillor Charmaine Morgan
Councillor Linda Wootten

Cabinet Members

Councillor Helen Goral, Cabinet Member for Growth

Officers

Director of Finance (Richard Wyles)
Assistant Director, Housing (Harry Rai)
Head of Leisure (Karen Whitfield)
Scrutiny Officer (Zena West)
Democratic Officer (Naomi Page)

46. Apologies

An apology for absence had been received from Councillor Whittington. 

47. Disclosure of interests

No interests were disclosed.

The Committee agreed to exclude the press and public from the meeting at this point, 
as the following item contained information that was exempt under paragraph 3 of 
Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972 (as amended). 
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48. Future Leisure Management options

The Cabinet Member for Growth introduced her exempt report entitled 
‘Enhancing Leisure Opportunities for Everyone’. The committee was asked to 
consider short-term arrangements for the management of leisure services in 
advance of a long term plan to procure a new contract arrangement guided by 
a Procurement Strategy. Members were asked if they had any questions 
arising from the report or the appended ‘Leisure Contract - Review of 
Management Options’ document. 

The committee asked for further information regarding the background of the 
existing contract. The Cabinet Member for Growth explained that the current 
contract with 1life would expire in January 2021. Members discussed 
advantages of recommending the option to extend this contract and stressed 
the importance of ensuring that an adequate level of service continue, should 
the recommendation be approved. Officers confirmed that a contract 
monitoring framework would be put into place and that any potential for this 
contract framework to be made more robust would be investigated going 
forward. It was felt that an extension to the current contract with 1life would 
provide sufficient time for feasibility work to be undertaken and a Procurement 
Strategy to be developed, which would involve consultancy expertise from a 
procurement specialist. 

One Member expressed concern that consideration of subcontracting work led 
to an increase in the frequency of confidential papers being considered at 
meetings regarding matters of public interest. The committee member also 
requested that the Grantham Meres Leisure Centre consultation process be 
accessible for residents to engage with and that due weight be given to the 
responses of residents local to the leisure centre. The Cabinet Member for 
Growth gave reassurance that the consultation process was intended to 
engage all regional users of the leisure centre, including those residing in the 
locality. 

The committee asked if Members would be involved in defining the 
consultation process for the Grantham Meres Leisure Centre. It was 
highlighted that there would need to be an awareness of limitations in the way 
questions were asked, in order to balance residents’ expectations with 
deliverability. A meeting had been arranged for all Grantham Councillors on 
17 December 2019, but it was confirmed that the draft consultation document 
could be shared with all Councillors, if desired.

Action Point

 The Grantham Meres draft consultation document to be circulated 
to all Councillors

Members asked for further explanation as to the scope of the potential options 
for the Grantham Meres. It was explained that all options contained within the 
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report were being considered and that a decision would only be made subject 
to consultation and a business case to ensure financial viability. 

During discussion, Members referred to the Deepings Leisure Centre. It was 
felt that there was a  lack of clarity as to ownership of the facility and the 
facilities provided were considered to be inadequate. It was confirmed that the 
arrangements for this leisure centre would cease under the new provision and 
that local Councillors would be consulted during decision making processes 
for the future of the Deepings Leisure Centre, as would be the case for any of 
the district leisure centres. One of the Bourne Ward Councillors thanked the 
Cabinet Member for consulting with local Members regarding the Bourne 
Leisure Centre. 

Members noted the information within the report that referred to the 
challenges of the medium term financial outlook and asked how the Council 
would fund the leisure management options moving forward. Officers 
confirmed that a scheme of borrowing was being looked into, and it would be 
important for the Council to be able to generate income from any long-term 
management option. 

Officers were asked if the long-term leisure management procurement 
exercise could be achieved within the timescales of the proposed extended 
contract. It was explained that two years was the optimum timeframe for this 
type of procurement exercise, so extending the existing contract to April 2022 
would allow for the process to be achieved comfortably. The Cabinet Member 
for Growth offered to update the committee periodically.

 Action point

 The committee to be provided with a bi-annual verbal update on 
the Leisure Management Contract and procurement process

Recommendations

 It is recommended that Cabinet approves an extension to the 
Council’s current leisure management contract arrangement for a 
term of 15 months with no reduction in the service level provided, 
the extension to end on the 3rd April 2022

 It is recommended that Cabinet approve the proposal to procure a 
new contract arrangement 

 It is recommended to Cabinet that a Procurement Strategy, to 
determine the optimum length of contract and ideal route to 
market, should be developed

 

49. Close of meeting

The meeting closed at 10:48.
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The Chairman confirmed that the April meeting of the committee had been 
moved to 30 April 2020. 
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Finance, Economic Development and 
Corporate Services Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee

4 February 2020

Report of: Councillor Adam Stokes
Cabinet Member for Finance

        

Finance update report - Quarter 3 2019/20

To inform Finance, Economic Development and Corporate Services Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee of the Council’s forecast 2019/20 financial position as at the end of December 2019. 
The report covers the following areas:

 General Fund Revenue Budget (including savings and income generation)

 Housing Revenue Account Budget

 Capital Programmes – General Fund and HRA 

Report Author

Claire Morgan, Senior Management Accountant

01476 406051

claire.morgan@southkesteven.gov.uk 

Corporate Priority: Decision type: Wards:

Administrative Administrative All Wards

Reviewed by: Alison Hall-Wright, Head of Finance 22 January 2020

Approved by: Richard Wyles, Director of Finance 22 January 2020

Signed off by: Councillor Adam Stokes, Cabinet Member for Finance 27 January 2020

Recommendation (s) to the decision maker (s)

1. The Finance Economic Development and Corporate Services Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee is asked to:

 Review and note the forecast 2019/20 outturn positions for Revenue, Savings 
and Income Generation and Capital as at the end of December 2019 and 
identify any variances that require further action.
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1 Revenue Budget 2019/20 – General Fund 
1.1 The budget set by Budget Council on 1 March 2019 was £17.917m

The Revenue Budget is £19.929m as at the end of December 2019 with detail of the 
changes shown in the table below.

Date of Approval Revenue Budget amendment £’000
17,917

June 2019 2018/19 Budget carry forwards 704
June 2019 2018/19 Grants received 411
June 2019 Invest to Save – Online forms package 11
June 2019 Invest to Save - Finance review /advertising 

sponsorship/internet of things
62

June 2019 Leisure Centre Programme and Town Centre 
Management

441

June 2019 Crowdfunding 100
June 2019 Feasibility provision in respect of the Property 

Investment Policy
150

September 2019 Climate Change 50
November 2019 ICT Investment 83
TOTAL 19,929

1.2 The following table shows the forecast position as at 31 December 2019 of £182k. There 
has been a positive reduction movement since quarter 2 (the forecast at that time was 
stated at £388k) due to a review of anticipated expenditure up to 31 March 2020, positive 
cost avoidance initiatives and a prudent forecast of the anticipated Business Rates pooling 
gain. Having implemented positive steps to reduce the forecast it is important to ensure 
there is maintained focus to further reduce the forecast down to the approved budgets. The 
details are shown below and at Appendix A, B and C.

2019/20 
Original 
Budget

2019/20 
Current 
Budget

Actuals & 
Committed 

spend 

2019/20
Forecast 

spend 
Forecast 
Variance 

Forecast 
Variance 
against 
Current 
Budget

Description

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 %
Commercial & Operations 5,457 7,240 3,566 7,381 141 1.9%

Growth 7,108 6,511 3,176 6,422 (89) -1.4%

Finance, Legal & Democratic 7,822 4,789 4,809 5,157 368 7.7%

Transformation & Change  3,859 3,199 4,177 318 8.2%

HRA Recharge (2,470) (2,470) (1,890) (2,515) (45) 1.8%

Net Cost of Service 17,917 19,929 12,860 20,622 693 3.5%
Interest Payable and 
Receivable 100 100 (278) (378) ** 

Minimum Revenue Provision 308 308 308 0  

Depreciation (3,619) (3,619) (3,619) 0  

Net Budget Requirement 14,706 16,718 17,033 315  

Funding (16,389) (16,389) (16,639) (250)  
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Transfers to/(from) earmarked 
reserves 1,683 (329) (212) 117  

Net Budget (Surplus)/Deficit 0 0 182 182  

1.3 The most significant variances to the budget are detailed below: There are several known 
Budget Pressures in 2019/20 included, some of which are continuing pressures from 
2018/19

Brief Explanation of Significant Variances £'000

The Council has a workforce efficiency* target which is calculated at 3.5% of the pay 
budgets on the general fund of £483k. This budget is forecast to zero and managed as 
part of the salary monitoring of vacancies within each service area. As at 31 December 
2019, the forecast underspend on salaries in the general fund is £362k

121

Markets - Tolls income forecast reduction of £30k is in line with current trader levels at 
Stamford market - circa 90% capacity (115 stalls), with Bourne (16 stalls), Grantham (40 
stalls) and the newly set up Market Deeping (15 stalls) markets all circa 80% capacity. 
This is 12% of the total market income budget.

30

Development Management – The level of planning applications has reduced this year 
resulting in income from fees & charges underachieving. This has partially been mitigated 
by additional new income from Planning Performance Agreements.

50

Procurement savings – Savings of £50k are expected to be achieved by the end of 
2019/20. Work is ongoing by the Procurement Lead officer to ensure that contractual 
arrangements are robust and that value for money is being achieved. However, given the 
limited time remaining in the financial year, it is prudent to reduce the forecast savings. 

250

Transformation savings – The process automation project is delivering in the service 
areas where the automation has been implemented and is forecast to achieve £56k 
compared with a budgeted saving of £200k. The reduction in savings is due to longer lead 
in times than anticipated and updated lower resource savings.  However, it is recognised 
that postponement of filling vacant posts in specific service areas pending the automation 
work has positively resulted in savings that contribute towards the corporate budget 
position.

144

Channel Shift savings – Whist work is being progressed in this area, no savings will be 
realised during this financial year. A Customer Experience Strategy has been presented 
to Rural and Communities OSC which sets out the vision for customer engagement.

70

HRA recharge – A contribution towards the newly formed business support unit has 
increased the annual recharge

(45)

1.4 Appendix B provides detail of the current Revenue position for each Directorate.

Savings and Income Generation Update 2019/20
1.5 The savings and income generation target for 2019/20 is £1.921m

Savings and income generation of £1.260m is on target to be achieved and £661k is 
expected not to be achieved. This includes additional savings from in year service reviews 
of £99k which were not budgeted but will positively contribute towards the savings.

1.6 See Appendix C for the financial detail of Savings proposals.
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2 Revenue Budget 2019/20 – Housing Revenue Account
2.1 The budget set by Council on 1 March 2019 was a surplus of £5.726m. The surplus is fully 

utilised to fund future investment in stock growth and property maintenance.

2.2 The most significant variances to the budget are detailed below: 

Brief Explanation of Significant Variances £'000

Dwelling rents – As at 1 April 2019 the opening stock figure was lower than anticipated as a result of the 
increase in right to buy sales during 2018/19 (65 were sold compared to a budgeted figure of 39). During 
this financial year, sales are slightly above budgeted levels (41 as at quarter 3) £114k.  Due to the delay 
in the new build schemes have meant that there are less properties in stock than expected thus reducing 
the income received by £177k. Void rates have been budgeted at 1.5% but are currently averaging 1.8% 
resulting in a shortfall in collectible rent £109k. 
Reduction in budgeted income levels £29k to heating service charge decrease during ongoing repair 
works in 2019/20.
Warden service charges income has increased (£30k) in line with the introduction of further temporary 
accommodation units.
Income from room hire and lettings has increased (£12k) through more demand during the year

387

Workforce efficiency* target forecast to zero creating a budget forecast overspend. 160

Employee savings from various in year vacancies and reduced hours. Current vacancies are 9.0 FTE (147)

Redundancy and associated costs from service restructure. 125

Repairs & Maintenance – Expected increase in salaries recharged to capital projects (£60k) and repairs 
works rechargeable in nature (£40k)

(100)

Repairs and Maintenance – Annual spend projection following procurement of new maintenance 
contracts for the fire alarm systems has resulted in savings.

(105)

Repairs & Maintenance – Spend on premises maintenance and scheduled works is expected to increase. 
Works are reactive in nature and spend dependant on the repairs required.

23

Supervision & Management General - Contribution from Housing to the Business Support Unit 45

Supervision and management Special – Increase in service charge of Tunstall system. This is being 
appraised as part of a full sheltered housing review. 

20

Supervision and management General – Increase in legal costs due to external legal costs being 
charged directly to the HRA, and an ongoing complex case.

62

Supervision and management Special – savings in grounds maintenance costs for the garden 
maintenance scheme

(50)

Interest – Interest earning balances have remained at a higher level than predicted based on the 
rephasing of the new build programme.

(69)

TOTAL 351

2.3 Appendix D provides detail of the current HRA revenue position.
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3 Capital Programmes 2019/20
General Fund Programme

3.1 The current 2019/20 General Fund Capital Budget is £18.179m. The table below shows a 
summary of the movements:

Date of Approval Capital Budget amendment £’000
14,269

June 2019 2018/19 Budget carry forwards 3,847
Additional Disabled Facilities Grant 63

TOTAL 18,179

3.2 The most significant variances to the budget are detailed below:

Scheme Brief Explanation of Significant Variances £'000
LED TV screen Scheme is no longer progressing as it is not deemed to be economically viable (103)

Trade Waste Bins Demand for the scheme has been greater than expected. This additional cost is 
recovered within the recharge to the end user over 2 years. 26

Wyndham Park 
Improvements 
(HLF)

Retention costs will be payable in 2019/20. £24K of this cost will be funded from HLF 
grant and the remaining £4k will be funded from the Grantham SEA reserve. 28

Vehicle 
Replacement 
Programme

Due to the extension of the successful food waste service, a value for money review 
has confirmed that procuring 2 food waste vehicles (£34k) is more cost effective than 
hiring. The funding is to be met from the approved external funding.

34

Public Realm

Variations to the original tender contract - final value now agreed (infrastructure, 
materials and design and necessary unforeseen costs relating to foundation works), 
Separation and associated works to the Civic Suite including replacement of boiler 
system.

260

Commercial 
Investment & 
Regeneration

1 acquisition has been purchased and development of a second site is in progress. 
Strategic decision has been made not to pursue the programme further. (9,300)

Loan to 
Environment SK

Loan made to Environment SK for start-up costs. This is a commercial loan and will 
be repaid in accordance with the loan conditions.
 

571

University Fit out
Work has begun on site but will not be completed in this financial year. At year end 
the appropriate funding will be transferred into 2020/21 (348)

Tourism Signage
Scheme is pending response from Highways England, and is likely to be carried 
forward into 2020/21 (50)

Market Stall 
Covers Requested to be carried forward to 2020/21 for re-launch of the market offer. (29)

Meres - Gas 
Boiler Works not carried out, alternative measures implemented, carry forward to 2020/21 (65)

 Other variances (34)
TOTAL  (9,010)

HRA Capital Programme
3.3 The current 2019/20 HRA Capital Budget is £16.579m. The table below shows a summary 

of the movements:

Date of Approval Revenue Budget amendment £’000
16,489

June 2019 2018/19 Budget carry forward 90
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TOTAL 16,579

3.4 The most significant variances to the budget are detailed below:

Scheme Brief Explanation of Significant Variances £'000
New Build Properties Re-phasing has occurred on some schemes due to the need to review costs 

and planning requirements. 2 schemes are expected to complete this financial 
year, with a further 2 schemes to commence before the year end. These 
schemes will be funded though the proposed 2020/21 budget so no slippage of 
the 2019/20 budget will be requested.

(4,600)

Stock Growth & 
Acquisitions

Forecast spend has been profiled based on current identified properties and 
sites. This reflects expected purchases to be completed within the financial 
year.

(4,150)

Housing System 
Enhancements (ICT)

The full scheme budget will be required in 2020/21 following significant 
feasibility and dialogue with a prospective supplier. Value and complexity of the 
system will require major services procurement process. As such, slippage of 
this budget will be requested.

(250)

Electrical Rewires Under spend is as a result of the delayed programme start due to contractor 
mobilisation issues. Capacity of works will remain at proposed budget for next 
three years start. This under spend will fund the additional heating and 
ventilation costs in 2019/20.

(150)

Sewage Maintenance Work carried out to comply with the new Environment Agency Septic Tank 
General Binding rules have cost less than expected. This under spend will fund 
the additional heating and ventilation costs in 2019/20.

(50)

Replacement Door 
Programme

The condition of some doors and fixtures planned are in good condition 
therefore a reduction the number of replacements needed has led to a slight 
under spend. This under spend will fund the additional heating and ventilation 
costs in 2019/20.

(25)

Heating & Ventilation Forecast additional spend in respect of heating and ventilation is £286k. £125k 
of this relates the Riverside complex in Grantham which was originally budgeted 
at £466k. The remaining balance relates to additional boiler replacements 
across the district. Funding for this over spend has been identified from other 
capital schemes in year.

286

 Other variances 8
TOTAL  (8,931)

3.5 Appendix E provides detail of the current Capital programmes.

4 Reasons for the Recommendation (s)
4.1 Committee Members should be kept updated on the financial position of the authority, as 

effective budget management is critical to ensuring financial resources are spent in line 
with the budget and are targeted towards the Council's priorities. Monitoring enables the 
early identification of variations against the plan and facilitates timely corrective action.

4.2 This report provides an overview of the forecast 2019/20 financial position for the Council 
and focuses on the position as at the end of December 2019.

5 Financial Implications 
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5.1 These are included in the report.

Financial Implications reviewed by: Richard Wyles, Director of Finance

6 Legal and Governance Implications 
6.1 As part of good governance, it is important members are kept updated in respect of the 

financial position of the Council expenditure during the course of the year.

Legal Implications reviewed by: Shahin Ismail, Interim Head of Legal

7 Equality and Safeguarding Implications 
7.1 Not applicable.

8 Risk and Mitigation
8.1 Risk has been considered as part of this report and no specific high risks have been 

identified.

9 Community Safety Implications 
9.1 Not applicable

10 Other Implications (where significant) 
10.1 Not applicable

11 Background Papers
11.1 Determination of Budget 2019/20 and indicative budgets to 21/22 – General Fund, Housing 

Revenue Account and associated Capital Programmes Report 
http://moderngov.southkesteven.gov.uk/documents/s22386/2019-
20%20Budget%20report.pdf

11.2 Outturn Position 2018/19 report 
http://moderngov.southkesteven.gov.uk/documents/s23133/Outturn%20Report%202018-
19%20Final.pdf

11.3 Finance Update Report – Quarter 1 2019/20
http://moderngov.southkesteven.gov.uk/documents/s23807/Budget%20Monitoring%20Qtr
%201%20Report%20-%20FORMATTED.pdf

11.4 Finance Update Report – Quarter 2 2019/20
http://moderngov.southkesteven.gov.uk/documents/s24305/Budget%20Monitoring%20Qtr
%202%20Report%20FINAL.pdf

12 Appendices
12.1 Appendix A – General Fund Forecast Position 2019/20 - Quarter 3

12.2 Appendix B – General Fund Revenue Variance Analysis

12.3 Appendix C – 2019/20 Savings & Income Generation – Quarter 3

12.4 Appendix D – HRA Forecast Position 2019/20 – Quarter 3

12.5 Appendix E – General Fund Capital Programme 2019/20 – Quarter 3

12.6 Appendix F – HRA Capital Programme 2019/20 – Quarter 3
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Date of Publication on Forward Plan (if 
required)

Not required

Previously Considered by: Growth 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee

Not applicable

Report Timeline: 

Final Decision date  Not applicable
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APPENDIX A

GENERAL FUND REVENUE SUMMARY 2019/20 
CURRENT POSITION AS AT DECEMBER 2019

2019/20 
Original 
Budget

2019/20 
Current 
Budget

Actuals & 
Committed 

spend 

2019/20
Forecast 

spend 
Forecast 
Variance 

Forecast 
Variance 
against 
Current 
Budget

Description

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 %
Commercial & Operations 5,457 7,240 3,566 7,381 141 1.9%

Growth 7,108 6,511 3,176 6,422 (89) -1.4%

Finance, Legal & Democratic 7,822 4,789 4,809 5,157 368 7.7%

Transformation & Change  3,859 3,199 4,177 318 8.2%

HRA Recharge (2,470) (2,470) (1,890) (2,515) (45) 1.8%

Net Cost of Service 17,917 19,929 12,860 20,622 693 3.5%
Interest Payable and 
Receivable 100 100 (278) (378) ** 

Minimum Revenue Provision 308 308 308 0  

Depreciation (3,619) (3,619) (3,619) 0  

Net Budget Requirement 14,706 16,718 17,033 315  

Funding and Resources:    

Council Tax (7,475) (7,475) (7,475) 0  

Section Grants (118) (118) (118) 0  
Retained Business Rates, s31 
Grant & Pooling Gain (5,154) (5,154) (5,404) (250)  

New Homes Bonus (1,957) (1,957) (1,957) 0  

Rural Grant (295) (295) (295) 0  
Collection Fund 
(Surplus)/Deficit (1,390) (1,390) (1,390) 0  

Total Funding (16,389) (16,389) (16,639) (250)  
Transfers to/(from) earmarked 
reserves 1,683 (329) (212) 117  

Net Budget (Surplus)/Deficit 0 0 182 182  

** Forecast updated due to the profiling of borrowing requirements
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APPENDIX B

General Fund Revenue Significant Variance Analysis as at December 2019

COMMERCIAL & OPERATIONS

Forecast 
Variance 
against 
Current 
Budget

Current 
Approved 

Expenditure 
Budget

Current 
Approved 
Income 
Budget

Current 
Approved 

Net Budget

Actuals & 
Committed 

spend

2019/20
Forecast 

spend

Forecast 
VarianceService Area RAG 

rating

£'000 £'000 £'000 £’000 £'000 £'000 %

Building Control Green 872,400 (794,750) 77,650 (76,804) 48,700 (28,950) -37.3%
Commercial & 
Operations Management Amber 212,800  212,800 172,299 229,000 16,200 7.6%

Community Resilience Amber 432,850 (38,400) 394,450 306,405 389,900 (4,550) -1.2%

Corporate Operations Green 3,645,130 (2,008,700) 1,636,430 1,254,974 1,771,500 135,070 8.3%

Environmental Amber 1,125,600 (233,000) 892,600 (245,701) 813,400 (79,200) -8.9%

Licensing   Amber 137,950 (296,800) (158,850) (293,579) (162,700) (3,850) 2.4%

Street Scene   Amber 5,963,691 (1,779,041) 4,184,650 2,448,036 4,290,900 106,250 2.5%

TOTAL  12,390,421 (5,150,691) 7,239,730 3,565,630 7,380,700 140,970 1.9%

Brief Explanation of Significant Variances                            £'000

Workforce Efficiency* 188

Environmental – 
Disabled Facilities Grants - capitalisation of salaries (£58k)
Programme of flood prevention works for 2019/20 has resulted in a forecast underspend (£14k)
Fewer Fixed Penalty Notices than originally anticipated being issued resulting in a reduction in fine income of £36k.  Car parking 
enforcement is being delivered in house from October 2019 which will offset the cost of staffing across the enforcement service as 
a whole and represents a savings against the previous enforcement contract of (£22k)

(48)

Corporate Operations – 
Car Parks - Annual assumed budget increases in income have not been matched by demand resulting in a reduced income 
forecast of £18k
Bourne Cicle festival expenditure forecast overspend increased to £87k, offset by sponsorship of (£26k), £10k of remaining 
reserve funding and a contribution from Invest SK of £50k
Lease renewal at Council offices resulting in additional unbudgeted income of (£34k)
Markets toll income forecast reduced by £30k in line with continued capacity levels at Stamford market - circa 90%, with Bourne, 
Grantham and the newly set up Market Deeping markets all circa 80%. 

18

Street Scene – 
Pool Cars- The capital scheme for a keyless entry system is no longer proceeding. The in-year revenue budget is therefore not 
required in 2019/20 although alternative options are being explored to utilise this budget in the service area in future years

(26)

TOTAL 132
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GROWTH

Forecast 
Variance 
against 
Current 
Budget

Current 
Approved 

Expenditure 
Budget

Current 
Approved 
Income 
Budget

Current 
Approved 

Net Budget

Actuals & 
Committed 

spend

2019/20
Forecast 

spend

Forecast 
VarianceService Area RAG 

rating

£'000 £'000 £'000 £’000 £'000 £'000 %

Arts Centres Amber 2,467,550 (1,166,750) 1,300,800 366,552 1,312,600 11,800 0.9%

Deliver SK Green 59,000 0 59,000 35,000 59,000 0 0.0%
Development 
Management Red 1,295,135 (1,407,100) (111,965) 129,995 81,200 193,165 172.5%

Growth Management Amber 394,450 0 394,450 154,553 457,700 63,250 16.0%

Housing Amber 909,754 (310,250) 599,504 311,968 611,877 12,373 2.1%

Invest SK Green 1,714,750 (303,200) 1,411,550 1,342,595 1,111,550 (300,000) -21.3%

Leisure Centres Amber 2,440,550 (147,150) 2,293,400 597,441 2,320,400 27,000 1.2%

Planning Policy Green 541,750 (40,000) 501,750 325,631 440,450 (61,300) -12.2%

Property Development Green 1,251,750 (1,189,650) 62,100 (87,774) 27,100 (35,000) -56.4%

TOTAL  11,074,689 (4,564,100) 6,510,589 3,175,961 6,421,877 (88,712) -1.4%

Brief Explanation of Significant Variances                                                                                                                                                      £'000

Workforce Efficiency target * 105

Arts Centres – Income forecast levels at Stamford Arts Centre have been reduced which have partially been mitigated by 
reviewing anticipated expenditure of other budget lines up to 31 March 2020

11

Land Charges – Income forecast levels have been reduced by £40k in line with a reduced number of searches being undertaken 
compared to previous year together with a reduced forecast of search fees in relation to information obtained by LCC and the 
current level of searches (35k)
              

5

Development Management – The level of planning applications has reduced this year resulting in income from fees & charges 
underachieving by £120k. This has partially been mitigated by additional new income from Planning Performance Agreements 
(£70k).
Due to a number of additional vacancies during the year, further agency costs of £90k will be incurred to undertake specific project 
work. These are to be funded from grant monies received in previous years
                                          

140

Invest SK – Following a review of the funding levels to ISK for the current financial year it has been agreed that a proportion of 
uncommitted expenditure will be returned to the Council.

(300)

Planning Policy - Vacant Neighbourhood Planning Officer 0.8 FTE and Senior Planning Policy Officer 1 FTE (59)

Property Development – Transfer of HRA shops and garages to the general fund forecast to zero from £25k as sites will be 
developed as part of the new build programme.
An in-year surveyor vacancy has now been appointed to resulting in an under spend of (£21k).
The feasibility costs forecast has been reduced by (£90k) whilst further potential acquisitions are investigated. The approved 
reserve movement will also be reduced.
Review being undertaken on future use of recent site acquisition. Currently there are increased security costs and no source of 
income resulting in a forecast over spend of £77k

(9)

TOTAL (107)
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FINANCE, LEGAL & DEMOCRATIC

Forecast 
Variance 
against 
Current 
Budget

Current 
Approved 

Expenditure 
Budget

Current 
Approved 
Income 
Budget

Current 
Approved 

Net 
Budget

Actuals & 
Committed 

spend

2019/20
Forecast 

spend

Forecast 
VarianceService Area RAG 

rating

£'000 £'000 £'000 £’000 £'000 £'000 %

Finance Green 2,221,385 (507,700) 1,713,685 1,869,456 1,679,339 (34,346) -2.0%

Benefits Green 28,656,162 (28,886,600) (230,438) (89,174) (316,127) (85,689) 37.2%

Corporate Red 1,636,769 (128,467) 1,508,302 1,376,234 2,053,931 545,629 36.2%

Legal & Democratic Green 2,161,940 (429,500) 1,732,440 1,221,903 1,648,828 (83,612) -4.8%

Revenue Services Green 601,714 (536,400) 65,314 431,019 91,332 26,018 39.8%

TOTAL  35,227,970 (30,488,667) 4,789,303 4,809,438 5,157,303 368,000 7.7%

Brief Explanation of Significant Variance                                                                                                                                                        £ '000

Workforce Efficiency target * 108

Finance – In year service review savings (50)

Benefits – 

Admin subsidy grant income being received at an increased level to the budget (£45k)

In year benefit assessor vacancies – 4 FTE (£81k).  These posts will be reviewed following the implementation of the virtual worker 
process automation

(126)

Corporate – 

Agency spend efficiency saving to be monitored with the workforce efficiency target £75k

Release of net funding from reserves to conclude the agile ICT investment for the Council £83k

Secondary pension payments increased by £91k following the split between GF & HRA – this is funded by a reserve movement

Procurement Savings of £50k are expected to be achieved by the end of 2019/20. This is against the target of £300k

Shared services forecast reduced by £34k following cessation of secondments

No further subscription savings are due to be realised during the year resulting in an over spend of £50k

583

Legal & Democratic – In year vacancies across the service area have resulted in an under spend. A full review of service 
requirements is being undertaken. 

(77)

TOTAL 438
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TRANSFORMATION & CHANGE

Forecast 
Variance 
against 
Current 
Budget

Current 
Approved 

Expenditure 
Budget

Current 
Approved 
Income 
Budget

Current 
Approved 

Net 
Budget

Actuals & 
Committed 

spend

2019/20
Forecast 

spend

Forecast 
VarianceService Area RAG rating

£'000 £'000 £'000 £’000 £'000 £'000 %

Customer Services Amber 656,906 (59,850) 597,056 413,826 622,250 25,194 4.2%

ICT Services Amber 1,559,099 (91,200) 1,467,899 1,351,070 1,573,863 105,964 7.2%
Organisational 
Development Amber 854,365 (19,200) 835,165 558,627 852,450 17,285 2.1%

Reputation, Consultation & 
Communications Amber 338,700 (7,500) 331,200 281,566 376,800 45,600 13.8%

Transformation Amber 638,250 (10,000) 628,250 594,321 752,200 123,950 19.7%

TOTAL  4,047,320 (187,750) 3,859,570 3,199,410 4,177,563 317,993 8.2%

Brief Explanation of Major Variances                                                                                                                                                                                           £'000

Workforce efficiency target * 82

Reputation, Consultation & Communications – Print room efficiency savings -The authority will retain some print capability. However, the amount of 
space required for this has been reduced and opportunities are being explored to reutilise the space and either reduce operating overheads or 
generate a commercial income 

40

ICT Services – 

In year vacancies including 2 internal secondments has resulted in an under spend of (£80k)

Corporate licence fees which were not budgeted £72k

Efficiency savings of £20k in respect of printers will only be realised in the final quarter of 2019/20 with a part reduction in printers required. Usage 
levels are actively being reviewed with service areas 

Telephony - Increase in costs £28k relating to telephony and mobile costs in 2019/20. A full review of telecommunications is ongoing

40

Transformation – In year vacancies, part funded by reserves of £30k have resulted in an under spend of (£50k)

Process automation schemes have been identified and are currently being progressed with a reduced forecast saving of £56k against the £200k target

Channel Shift savings - Whist work is being progressed in this area, £70k of budgeted savings will not be realised during this financial year

164

TOTAL 326
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APPENDIX C
SAVINGS AND INCOME GENERATION SUMMARY AS AT END OF DECEMBER 2019

DETAILS 19/20 
BUDGET FORECAST FORECAST 

VARIANCE RAG STATUS*

 £’000 £'000 £'000 19/20
GREEN WASTE COLLECTION CHARGE (58) (58) 0 Green
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH INCREASES (6) (6) 0 Green
COMMERCIAL WASTE (net) (77) (23) 54 Red
HRA - TRANSFER OF NON HOUSING ASSETS (25) 0 25 Red
VALUATION ADVICE - RECOVERY OF ANNUAL COST (15) (15) 0 Amber
PLANNING POLICY & HERITAGE SUPPORT ADVICE TO PARTNERS (18) (18) 0 Green
PLANNING FEES INCREASE (176) (156) 20 Amber
IDOX SHARED SERVICES (40) (40) 0 Green
LOCAL LOTTERY IN LIEU OF EXISTING GRANTS (10) (10) 0 Amber
SHARED SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES (50) (16) 34 Red
LEGAL & DEMOCRATIC STAFF REDUCTION (37) (37) 0 Green
RESTRUCTURE SAVINGS (300) (300) 0 Green
REDUCTION OF MULTI-FUNCTIONAL DEVICES (20) 0 20 Red
CORPORATE PROCUREMENT SAVINGS (300) (50) 250 Red
CORPORATE USE OF AGENCY STAFF (75) 0 75 Red
CORPORATE SUBSCRIPTIONS (50) 0 50 Red
CUSTOMER SERVICES COST REDUCTION (60) (60) 0 Green
ICT STAFF REDUCTION (40) (40) 0 Green
ICT LICENCE SAVINGS (20) 0 20 Red
CORPORATE INCREASE OF VACANCY FACTOR (60) (60) 0 Green
REMOVAL OF ADMIN SUPPORT (72) (32) 40 Amber
COMMUNICATIONS ADMIN ASSISTANT (10) (10) 0 Green
TRANSFORMATION PROCESS AUTOMATION (200) (100) 100 Red
CHANNEL SHIFT SAVINGS (70) 0 70 Red
MEDICAL INSURANCE SAVINGS (20) (18) 2 Green
CORPORATE PROCUREMENT - LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT (70) (70) 0 Green
COMMUNICATIONS REDUCTION IN SUPPLIES & SERVICES BUDGETS (32) (32) 0 Green
COMMUNICATIONS SAVINGS CENTRALISATION (10) (10) 0 Amber
SERVICE REVIEWS IN YEAR (99) (99) Green

(1,921) (1,260) 661

*RAG status
Red - unlikely to achieve budget
Amber - showing signs of being unlikely to achieve budget but under review
Green – on target to achieve budget
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APPENDIX D

HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT SUMMARY 2019/20 
CURRENT POSITION AS AT DECEMBER 2019

Description
2019/20 
Original 
Budget

2019/20 
Current 
Budget

Actuals & 
Committed 

spend

2019/20
Forecast 

spend
Forecast 
Variance

 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000
INCOME      
Dwelling Rents (24,408) (24,408) (17,741) (24,008) 400
Non-Dwelling Rents (319) (319) (230) (322) (3)
Charges for Services and 
Facilities (662) (662) (508) (686) (24)

Other Income (66) (66) (40) (66) 0
TOTAL INCOME (25,455) (25,455) (18,519) (25,082) 373
      
EXPENDITURE      
Repairs and Maintenance 8,110 8,110 4,911 8,026 (84)
Supervision and Management - 
General

3,201 3,207 1,342 3,437 230

Supervision and Management - 
Special

1,326 1,320 731 1,341 21

HRA share of Corporate and 
Democratic Costs

421 421 0 421 0

Depreciation and Impairment of 
Fixed Assets 3,620 3,620 0 3,620 0

Debt Management Expenses 35 35 0 35 0
Provision for bad debts 245 245 0 245 0
Other Expenditure (Pension 
Deficit) 272 272 156 175 (97)

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 17,230 17,230 7,140 17,300 70
      
NET COST OF HRA SERVICES (8,225) (8,225) (11,379) (7,782) 443
Interest Payable and Similar 
Charges 2,718 2,718 1,371 2,718 0

Interest and Investment Income (219) (219) 0 (288) (69)
      
DEFICIT (SURPLUS) FOR THE 
YEAR ON THE HRA (5,726) (5,726) (10,008) (5,352) 373
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APPENDIX E

GENERAL FUND CAPITAL PROGRAMME SUMMARY 2019/20 
CURRENT POSITION AS AT DECEMBER 2019

Capital Scheme
2019/20 
Original 
Budget

2019/20 
Current 
Budget

Actuals & 
Committed 

spend

2019/20
Forecast 

spend
Forecast 
Variance

 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000
COMMERCIAL & OPERATIONS      
Wheelie Bin Replacements 100 100 52 80 (20)
Pool Vehicles 0 12 10 10 (2)
Disabled Facilities Grant 797 860 653 860 0
Street Scene Vehicle Procurement 310 310 286 310 0
Vehicle Electric Charging Points 0 39 0 39 0
Vehicle Replacement Programme 705 705 707 739 34
CCTV Matrix 23 23 22 23 0
Pool Car Keyless Entry 14 14 0 0 (14)
Trade Waste Bins 24 24 40 50 26
GROWTH      
Grantham Christmas Lights - SEA 40 40 23 24 (16)
Car Parking Infrastructure 50 50 0 50 0
Market Stall Covers 29 29 0 0 (29)
Tourism Signage 50 100 48 50 (50)
QE Park Car Park 30 31 36 36 5
Shop Front Scheme 130 130 135 134 4
St Peter's Hill Development 0 1,436 1,419 1,420 (16)
Wyndham Park Improvements (HLF) 0 0 28 28 28
Local Authority Controlled Company 1,400 1,680 0 1,680 0
Public Realm 0 1,315 1,519 1,575 260
LED TV Screen 103 103 0 0 (103)
Guildhall Arts Centre - Projector 15 15 15 15 0
Meres - Gas Boiler 65 65 0 0 (65)
Dysart Park Improvements 55 55 55 55 0
Invest & Regeneration 10,000 10,000 438 700 (9,300)
Wyndham Park Car Park 29 28 20 20 (8)
University Fit-Out 0 680 74 332 (348)
Property Acquisition 0 0 6 6 6
Loan to Environment SK Ltd 0 0 571 571 571
FINANCE, LEGAL & DEMOCRATIC      
Payment Receipting System 40 40 68 64 24
Financial System Upgrade 0 0 3 3 3
TRANSFORMATION & CHANGE      
Uninterruptible Power Supply Replacement 0 15 8 15 0
ICT Infrastructure 65 200 185 200 0
Server & Storage Infrastructure 115 0 0 0 0
Digital Services Compliance 80 80 0 80 0
TOTAL 14,269 18,179 6,421 9,169 (9,010)
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APPENDIX F

HRA CAPITAL PROGRAMME SUMMARY 2019/20 
CURRENT POSITION AS AT DECEMBER 2019

Capital Scheme
2019/20 
Original 
Budget

2019/20 
Current 
Budget

Actuals & 
Committed 

spend

2019/20
Forecast 

spend
Forecast 
Variance

 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000
New Build Properties 6,800 6,800 2,105 2,200 (4,600)
Stock Growth & Acquisitions 5,000 5,000 803 850 (4,150)
Kitchens & Bathrooms Programme 1,000 1,000 963 1,000 0
Roofing 1,200 1,200 1,206 1,206 6
Electrical Rewires 300 300 300 150 (150)
Replacement Door Programme 100 100 65 75 (25)
Communal Rooms 70 70 69 70 0
Sewage Maintenance 100 100 33 50 (50)
Heating and Ventilation 1,514 1,514 1,522 1,800 286
Repairs Vehicles 155 245 265 247 2
Housing System Enhancements 250 250 0 0 (250)
      
TOTAL 16,489 16,579 7,331 7,648 (8,931)
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Finance, Economic Development and 
Corporate Services Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee
4th February 2020

Report of: Councillor Kelham Cooke
The Leader of the Council

        

Performance reporting for quarter 3 for the financial 
year 2019/20
This paper sets out performance reporting for quarter 3 for the financial year 2019/20. It shows the 
council’s performance data in the new dashboard format for the key service areas requested by 
committee members. This includes targets, trends, benchmarking and implications of the 
performance results where these are available.

The report also sets out the next steps to develop the performance reporting further for the 
committee.

Report Author

Clare Milner/Ben Russell, Performance Leads

 01476 406463

c.milner@southkesteven.gov.uk

Corporate Priority: Decision type: Wards:

Competitiveness Administrative All Wards

Reviewed by: Elaine Pepper, Head of Organisational Development 14 January 2020

Approved by: Lee Sirdifield, Strategic Director, Transformation and 
Change 16 January 2020

Signed off by: Paul Thomas, Interim Chief Executive 23 January 2020

Recommendation (s) to the decision maker (s)

1. Notes the content of the report and supports the ongoing transformation of 
performance management.
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1 The Background to the Report
1.1 At the Overview and Scrutiny Committee meeting on 19th November 2019 quarter 2 

performance results were reviewed. Two performance dashboards were included for 
Planning and Rents. The dashboards contained greater levels of detail than before and 
are based on the outcomes of the performance workshop that was held with members of 
the committee. The dashboards showed performance against targets, as well as 
benchmarking information where it was available. An updated commentary also explained 
the performance and any associated implications.

1.2 It was agreed at the last committee meeting that further dashboards would be provided for 
the February meeting. Dashboards have now been created for all of the areas agreed with 
the working group. The areas requested were:

 Revenues: Non-Domestic Rates, Council Tax & Rents

 Planning: Processes & House builds

 Waste

 Complaints

1.3 This report presents council’s performance against the new measures for quarter 3 
(October, November & December 2019). The performance dashboards are included in 
appendix 1-7.

1.4 Each dashboard includes commentary from the service area it represents explaining the 
indicators and how they are performing. Areas to highlight include: 

 Appendix One showing Rents data includes tenant rent arrears. Current tenant 
dwelling arrears has reduced in December falling by £135,439. This is largely 
attributed to tenants continuing to pay outstanding rent owed during the rent-free 
two-week period in December.  

 Appendix Five shows new home completions so far this year. New homes built total 
542 at the end of quarter 3, the council hopes to achieve the target of 650 new 
homes for the district in 2019/20.

 Appendix Six displays waste data. The percentage proportion of collected recycling 
waste rejected by the recycling facilities (non-recyclable materials) is compared 
with local authorities in the region. South Kesteven District Council had 28.40% of 
non-target recyclables in quarter three in comparison to West Lindsey as the lowest 
at 26.60% and East Lindsey at 31.85% as the highest amount. This is a county 
wide issue being targeted by a campaign as part of the Lincolnshire Waste 
Partnership.

1.5 The performance officers are working with services to understand what data is currently 
collected to monitor performance, as well as identifying new data sets. This provides 
opportunity to look at the systems and processes used to record data. It is intended the 
business intelligence tool is connected at source to the systems used. This has been 
possible for planning process data, council tax and non-domestic rates, resulting in a 
reduction of manual data entry and saving in officer time in these service areas.

1.6 The new performance system records data in a standardised format. The data is fed into 
the system and updated automatically. This gives minimal opportunity for data input errors 
and allows performance to be tracked on time. For example, revenue collections are 
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recorded in a system which successfully feeds into the performance dashboard. This also 
eliminates the need to request performance figures from services separately.

1.7 The performance dashboards have been designed with an initial set of key service data. 
The officers are continuing to work within the service areas to build on and expand the 
information they contain. This has created an opportunity to consider what information is 
required to improve council’s services. Focus has been given to how data is collected 
currently, and if any information is missing that would support the implementation of 
improvement initiatives. This will be reflected in improved performance reporting for the 
committee, feeding back new and improved service data as it becomes available.

Performance Dashboard Progression
1.8 Appendix 6 provides information on our complaints performance. Whilst creating the 

dashboard we identified some limitations in the data that we can easily access. The data 
shown within the dashboard relates to stage one complaints only. The performance team 
are working with colleagues in customer service to improve reporting to cover complaints 
that have been escalated beyond stage one. 

1.9 The team is also engaged in a project to replace the current complaints management 
system with a new solution that will not only enable an improved customer and officer 
experience but will also enable more comprehensive reporting on the nature of the 
complaint, as well as the level the complaint has progressed to. 

1.10 As expected, the waste collection dashboard in Appendix 7 shows data for the first half of 
2019/20. This is the most complete reporting period currently available. South Kesteven 
District Council does not control the data that populates the dashboard, it is supplied by 
Lincolnshire County Council. The performance team are continuing to work with waste 
services to provide as up to date and full picture as possible for future committee reports.

1.11 The performance officers will continue to engage with service areas to develop the 
dashboards further. The team will also continue to develop service specific dashboards to 
assist with operational performance improvements. 

2 Financial Implications
2.1 There are no specific financial comments arising from the report. The development of the 

new performance management framework will continue to be funded from budgeted 
resources. 

Financial Implications reviewed by: Alison Hall-Wright, Head of Finance

3 Legal and Governance Implications 
3.1 Regular reporting on agreed performance dashboards is to be welcomed from a 

governance point of view, as it provides a transparent mechanism for reporting on 
performance.

Legal Implications reviewed by: Shahin Ismail, Head of Legal Services 

4 Equality and Safeguarding Implications 
4.1 There are no issues relating to equality and diversity or safeguarding resulting from this 

report. Any issues that do arise relating to individual items will be addressed as required.

5 Risk and Mitigation
5.1 The contents of this report do not expose the authority to any additional risks.
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6 Community Safety Implications 
6.1 None.

7 Other Implications (where significant) 
7.1 None.

8 Background Papers
8.1 None.

9 Appendices
9.1 Appendix 1 – Rents Performance Dashboard

9.2 Appendix 2 – Council Tax Performance Dashboard

9.3 Appendix 3 – Non-Domestic Rates Performance Dashboard

9.4 Appendix 4 – Planning Process Performance Dashboard

9.5 Appendix 5 – House Builds Performance Dashboard

9.6 Appendix 6 – Complaints Performance Dashboard

9.7 Appendix 7 – Waste Performance Dashboard

Date of Publication on Forward Plan (if 
required)

Not applicable

Previously Considered by: Finance, 
Economic Development and Corporate 
Services Overview and Scrutiny Committee

19 November 2019

Report Timeline: 

Final Decision date  Not applicable
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Cumulative Payments Received Against Target
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Rents Performance in Quarter 3 2019/20

Commentary/Implications
Prior to the introduction of Universal Credit Housing Benefit was paid directly to the housing 
rent account. Since this introduction there has been a detrimental impact as rent costs are 
paid directly to the tenant and this relies on the tenant paying their rent direct to the 
authority. Officers continue to work with tenants to ensure rent is paid and relevant support 
given.
There has been a reduction in current rent arrears due to tenants continuing to pay during 
the rent free weeks. 
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Current Year Collection Vs. Target
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Commentary/Implications
 

Whilst the collection rate is slightly under target 
by 0.55% which equates to £454,000 the net 
liability has increaed by £4.6 Million. 
 

In accordance with council policy from 1st April 
2020 any long term empty properties (5-10 
years) will attract a 200% premium. Those 
affected by the changes have been contacted.
 
 

Council Tax Collected Compared to Peer Group
2018/19
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Council Tax Performance in Quarter 3 2019/20

84.63%
Collection Rate 

(End of Reporting Quarter)

£69,937,662
Value Collected 

(End of Reporting Quarter)45
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Commentary/Implications
 
The collection rate is broadly inline with previous years and is 
expected to achieve the annual target by the end of March 2020.
 
When compared with the collectable debit as at December 2018 
the collectable debit has increased by £296,000. This will have an 
impact on in-year collection.
 
During this year over 1 Million additional rateable value has 
been added to the rating list.
 
The council is awaiting further information in respect of rate 
reliefs in support of the High Street as annouced in the Queen's 
Speech.

Current Year Collection Vs. Target
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Non-Domestic Rates Collected Compared to Peer
Group 2018-19
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Non-Domestic Rates Performance in Quarter 3 2019/20  

83.83%
 

Collection Rate (End of Reporting Quarter)

£36,221,352
Value Collected 

(End of Reporting Quarter)
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13/01/2020 Planning Process Dash

1/1

Processing of Planning Applications
Within Time/Time Agreed

Major 100%

Within Time Yes

Planning Process Performance in:

2019/2020 Q3 

Minor 42% 58%

Within Time No Yes

Other 36% 64%

Within Time No Yes

Total Planning Applications
(October/November/December)

268
Commentary & Implications
Processing of Planning Applications
Major applications at 100% is excellent, exceeding the national target of 60%. This target 
relates to speed of determining applications. Due to the relatively small number of major 
applications determined, the performance on these applications can vary by a large 
degree. 
Minor applications performance of 58% is below the national target of 65%, however, the 
cumulative figure for the year to date remains above target at 70%. It has been achieved 
despite a reduction/turnover in staffing levels and a backlog of administrative work. The 
backlog has significantly reduced during December therefore an improvement is expected 
from quarter 4 onwards.
Other applications performance of 63% is below the national target of 80%, however, the 
cumulative figure for the year to date remains at target.
Average Days of Determination
Performance on Major applications can vary significantly due to the relatively smaller 
number of major applications and the highly variable length of time is might take to 
determine them. The lower number of days taken to determine majors in quarter 3 is 
good.
Average time to determine Non-major applications has been increasing due to staff 
shortages and increase in workload in both the support and professional planning teams. 
The time taken to register and validate applications has been longer over the period due 
to a backlog in the support team. This has significantly reduced in December and a 
reduction is expected to be seen in quarter 4.  A number of planners have recently left the 
authority and although they have been replaced by consultants, this has still placed 
pressure on remaining staff.
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13/01/2020 House Builds Dash

1/1

New Homes Built in South Kesteven April to
December 2019

Grantham : 176

Bourne : 157

Stamford : 107

Larger Village : 57

The Deepings : 36

Smaller Village : 9

© 2019 HERE, © 2020 Microsoft Corporation© 2019 HERE, © 2020 Microsoft Corporation

Number of Houses Built by Year
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Total House Builds from April 2019

542
Annual Target: 650

Commentary/Implications
With completions so far this year totalling 542, the council is on track to meet the 
emerging Local Plan target of 650 dwellings by April 2020.

The emerging Local Plan directs around 50% of new housing development to 
Grantham. Following adoption of the Plan in January 2020, the council will monitor 
delivery against the spatial targets set out in the Plan.

House Build Performance in Quarter 3 2019/20
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Complaints Year To Date By Service (2019)
Service
 

Complaints

Benefits
Building Control
Council Tax, Recovery & Enforcement, Rents
Customer Services
Development Management & Implementation
Environmental Health, Licensing & Neighbourhoods
Housing
ICT
Legal, Democratic & Elections
Repairs & Improvements
Reputation & Comms
Street Care Services
Venues & Facilities

4
1
5
3

42
4

31
1
2

29
2

221
14

Total 359

Complaints By Month (2019/20)
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Complaints by Service 2017/18
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Complaints Performance in Quarter 3 2019/20 Commentary/Implications
 
 
For the 359 complaints received this year the 
highest volume are from Street Care Services at 
221 is 62% of total complaints received. 
 
This volume seems high at first, until you consider 
the amount of interactions customers have with 
SKDC for this service. With all residents and 
business using this service on a high frequency, the 
customer contacts received for 18/19 represented 
15% of total contacts through customer services. 
However, repeat contact and issues will be 
explored to establish recommendations for process 
improvement, modernisation of systems and 
access channels to information for customers to 
report issues easily online and know when action 
will be taken to resolve.   
 
We are in the process of developing a new 
complaints system solution in the new year that will 
help to provide the committee and service areas 
with more detail feedback regarding themes and 
areas of service improvement.  
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Waste Collection Composition (Tonnes) by Month
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Commentary/Implications
The cumulative average recycling, re-use and composting rate for the months April to September is 43.99%.  For April to June this figure 

was 41.5% reflecting that over quarter 2 there was a positive increase in recycling and garden waste collected of approximately 800 

tonnes and a reduction in the domestic residual waste of approximately 600 tonnes compared to quarter 1.  The domestic residual

waste collected in the black bins or pink bags is sent to the Energy From Waste (EfW) plant at North Hykeham where it is used as a fuel to 

produce electricity.

In terms of the total non-recyclable levels based on samples, this is a county-wide issue and, as part of the Lincolnshire Waste 

Partnership, we have begun a county-wide campaign to reduce contamination rates and hope to see the results of this as we progress 

through 2020/21.  The non-target recyclables in the silver bins or clear bags is used as Refuse Derived Fuel  (RDF) where it is used directly 

as fuel, usually at a cement works.  None of our waste is sent to landfill (except in exceptional circumstances where the

EfW plant is non-operational).

Waste Performance April-September 2019
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Finance, Economic Development and 
Corporate Services Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee

4 February 2020

Report of: Councillor Dr Peter Moseley
Cabinet Member for Commercial 
and Operations

        

ICT Infrastructure Transformation
The purpose of this report is to set out the objectives and aims of the ICT Infrastructure 
programme and explain how this will help the organisation to continue to operate effectively in the 
future.

Report Author

Nova Roberts, Head of Customer Experience and IT

01476 406080

nova.roberts@southkesteven.gov.uk

Corporate Priority: Decision type: Wards:

Administrative Administrative All Wards

Reviewed by: Lee Sirdifield, Strategic Director, Transformation and 
Change 20 January 2020

Approved by: Paul Thomas, Interim Chief Executive 21 January 2020

Signed off by: Councillor Dr Peter Moseley, Cabinet Member for 
Commercial and Operations 27 January 2020

Recommendation to the decision makers

1. Notes the key actions and progress to date and makes any appropriate comment 
for consideration in the project implementation and ongoing development of the 
infrastructure.
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1 The Background to the Report
1.1 In February 2019 an independent ICT infrastructure review was completed, and a report 

produced in April 2019 for CMT and the Cabinet member. 

1.2 Ahead of the review, SKDC identified several key areas of improvement, most notably 
moving onto a more flexible, agile system, eliminating siloes and moving to a platform-
based system that ultimately enables better service and better staff integration with 
modern technology.

1.3 This review included the server and storage infrastructure that supports all the main 
corporate and line of business applications including email/Microsoft Exchange, Civica, 
Northgate Housing, Finance systems. The council was aware that the service would need 
some investment to ensure that modern, resilient technologies were deployed to support 
day-to-day operations and to enable further business transformation to take place.

2 Infrastructure Review Findings 
2.1 The review identified that much of the current server infrastructure was coming to end of 

life and would be unsupported. Enquiries made with the supplier confirmed that much of 
the hardware is too old to be part of an ongoing support and maintenance contract. This 
was a cause for concern as all hardware should be supported by its original manufacturer 
via an on-site contract and all hardware should be on a rolling 4 to 5 year server 
replacement programme.

2.2 The service was in a position where a programme of gradual server replacements was not 
possible as the foundation would be out of date. The recommendation was starting with a 
clean slate, configuring everything from scratch and moving everything over to a new 
platform. Not only is the new solution faster, more resilient and better supported, it also 
enables simplified management and thus streamlines day-to-day activities whilst also 
enabling easier business continuity if a server failed, moving away from the “all-or-nothing” 
solution.

2.3 The new solution was funded through the ICT reserve. The implementation project is now 
underway with the support of external hardware consultants. With the new solution, 
business continuity if a server failed for individual services will be possible. As part of the 
design workshops, specific Recovery Time Objectives (RTOs) and Recovery Point 
Objectives (RPOs) would be determined to make it part of a formal process. This means 
once the programme is completed, our Disaster Recovery (DR) arrangements will be more 
robust and the performance against them more measurable.

2.4 The most significant findings were: -

• Documentation and knowledge transfer covering a wide range of topics, from design and 
standards through to support and licensing are out of date. 

• Monitoring systems/software is in use, but not used effectively across the whole 
environment. 

• Network monitoring is limited in places, hindering the ability to fully investigate or 
proactively resolve issues. 

• VMWare (the underlying platform that is used to host our virtual server infrastructure) has 
some misconfigurations which can impact service operations.  
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• Out of date and unsupported VMware software is being used for parts of the security 
infrastructure and would need to be updated through this remediation programme. 

• The available resources for storage and processing power are not used as efficiently as 
possible.

• There are some misconfigurations with the way in which data storage is set-up which is 
resulting in performance issues 

• The network set-up at the DR site and the way in which servers and storage interact are 
meet the current agreed criteria for DR but will need to be reviewed for changing 
organisational needs. 

• Backup systems used to protect our data needs a redesign and reimplementation to 
consider organisational requirements for the future. 

• There is ‘grey market’ equipment with a risk that in the event of hardware failure there may 
be extended periods of running at risk or downtime if replacement parts cannot be 
sourced. 

• DR storage is out of support and therefore needs replacing.

3 Responding to the Review
3.1 It was identified that a redesign of the infrastructure would deliver a reduction in the size of 

the server estate which in turn would reduce future lifecycle costs, as well as ensuring the 
redesign improved the  capability and capacity. 

3.2 A remediation plan was developed with the Cabinet Member and the budget bid submitted 
for infrastructure hardware replacement covered the necessary improvement activities.  

3.3 The hardware procurement exercise was completed in December 2019. This was 
completed through a competitive framework arrangement and enabled the organisation to 
quickly move forward into the delivery phase and start to provide the assurances that are 
expected. 

3.4 An action plan is in Appendix 1 with the key actions identified as: 

Assess all hardware, storage and back up’s, identify highest risk hardware as priority to be 
replaced with a programme of work to replace the equipment agreed by end of 2019/20

Implement the report recommendations with consultancy support and knowledge transfer 
to the ICT team.  

Formalise a strategy and delivery plan to build server refresh in to an annual programme 
of work and consider a cloud first strategy.

4 Next Steps – Communication and Implementation of the Decision
4.1 On completion of the project, a post implementation review will be conducted to enable the 

organisation to assess achievements against the plan and the on-going BAU 
requirements. This will identify any further areas where improvements are required or 
where resources need to be deployed.

4.2 ICT will be bring all critical servers that support core services into support arrangements to 
mitigate against hardware failures and compatibility issues. Resilience will be built into 
departmental plans to remove any single points of failure.
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4.3 This work will link to our emerging ICT strategy as it will provide the crucial building blocks 
to allow next generation services to be hosted. 

4.4 An improved inventory and asset management of server, storage and key infrastructure 
equipment including licenses will be created, along with a fit for purpose and proactive 
monitoring and management regime.

4.5 A comprehensive review of licence use and costs will be completed to ensure value for 
money. This will also reduce the risk of future license compliance issues.

4.6 A review of unused or underutilised technology solutions will also be completed. This will 
reduce operating costs and support and maintenance requirements. 

4.7 Ongoing training and development will be provided to technical staff within the ICT 
service. They will also benefit from knowledge transfer delivered by the expert support as 
part of implementation and configuration.

5 Financial Implications 
5.1 The Infrastructure remediation plan of works has been documented and procured in 

2019/20. The implementation of the project and associated costs are being monitored.  
There has been initial funding made available during the current financial year and there 
may be a requirement to request further funding in order to deliver the outcomes of the 
plan.  This will be subject to separate member decisions should the ICT reserve be 
required.

Financial Implications reviewed by: Richard Wyles, Director of Finance

6 Legal and Governance Implication 
6.1 The Infrastructure remediation plan of works has been procured with the support of 

Welland procurement and legal support provided to ensure this has been completed 
appropriately. 

Legal Implications reviewed by: Shahin Ismail, Director of Law and Governance

7 Risk and Mitigation
7.1 The infrastructure review highlighted that there were a number of risks with the existing 

infrastructure which could see elongated periods of downtime. This could be due to supply 
chain issues and supportability or compatibility of hardware. The agreed action plan will 
mitigate these risks and ensure that the council has a reliable, resilient and compliant 
infrastructure in the future. 

8 Community Safety Implications 
8.1 There are no community safety implications from this report.

9 How will the recommendations support South Kesteven District 
Council’s declaration of a ‘climate emergency’?

9.1 The review of the Council’s infrastructure will, over time, reduce the number of servers that 
the organisation requires. This will reduce energy usage and consumables. It is expected 
that this work will be carbon positive, when compared to existing arrangements. However, 
monitoring arrangements are not in place to track either historic, current or future 
consumption.

10 Appendices 
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10.1 Appendix 1 ICT Infrastructure Remediation Action Plan

Date of Publication on Forward Plan (if 
required)

Not required

Previously Considered by: Finance, 
Economic Development and Corporate 
Services Overview and Scrutiny Committee

Not required

Report Timeline: 

Final Decision date  Not required
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Appendix 1 

ICT Infrastructure Remediation Action Plan - Key Objectives 

Description of action 
required

Progress to date January 2020 Next/further steps

Short term plan – 
assess all hardware, 
storage and back up’s, 
identify highest risk 
hardware as priority to be 
replaced.

 Inventory of main server rooms 
completed and checked against 
supplier records to assess 
supportability/lifecycle.

 All backup processes reviewed 
and new process in place to 
remediate risks.

Programme of work to 
replace most of the 
equipment agreed. 

Medium term plan – 
implement the report 
recommendations with 
consultancy support and 
knowledge transfer.  

This covers the identified 
server, storage and 
infrastructure actions, 
implementing new designs 
for the server infrastructure 
to improve reliability, 
availability, performance 
and security.

 Initial improvements have been 
made to increase stability of core 
services along with storage and 
backups.

 In depth technical design 
workshops have been completed 
with SKDC technical staff to 
produce a final design. 

 Procurement process completed 
to replace high risk equipment.

 Infrastructure remediation action 
plan is currently being developed 
with external support from EACS

Complete the 
change/replacement 
programme in 19/20.

Produce a technical design 
standards document and 
process documents for the 
department to follow.

Complete knowledge 
transfer to existing ICT 
engineers. 

Review all DR plans to 
update for new 
infrastructure.

Long term plan – 
Formalise a strategy and 
delivery plan to build 
server refresh in to an 
annual programme of work 
and consider a cloud first 
strategy.

 Ad hoc service migration to cloud 
services in some areas but benefit 
or impact on infrastructure is not 
known or sufficiently documented.

To be included in an IT 
Strategy that is reviewed at 
least annually.
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Finance, Economic Development 
and Corporate Services 
Overview Scrutiny Committee
4th February 2020

Report of: Councillor Kelham Cooke
The Leader of the Council 

        

Asset Management Strategy 2020
The Asset Management Strategy 2020 sets out the Council’s procedures for managing the 
General Fund Asset.

Report Author

Chris Pike, Asset Manager – General Fund

07811 845679

C.Pike@southkesteven.gov.uk

Corporate Priority: Decision type: Wards:

Administrative Non-Key All Wards

Reviewed by: Jane McDaid, Assistant Director, Growth 24 January 2020

Approved by: Harry Rai, Interim Strategic Director, Growth 24 January 2020

Signed off by: Councillor Kelham Cooke, the Leader of the Council 24 January 2020

Recommendation (s) to the decision maker (s)

1. Finance, Economic Development and Corporate Services Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee is asked to consider and approve the principle of the strategy and to 
suggest any changes.
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1 The Background to the Report
1.1 The last General Fund Asset Management Plan (AMP) was published in 2014. The Asset 

Management Strategy 2020 (AMS) brings forward a refreshed version with updates to the 
Existing Asset Structure and Performance Measures.

1.2 The strategy sets out the practices and procedure that will be adhered to when dealing 
with all aspects of the property.

1.3 The strategy references back to the Property Investment Policy which was approved by 
Council at its meeting in March 2019.

2 Consultation and Feedback Received, Including Overview and Scrutiny
2.1 N/a

3 Available Options Considered
3.1 N/a

4 Preferred Option
4.1 Endorse a new version of the Asset Management Strategy to make the Council’s plans 

clear and how the Council sets out its approach to Asset and Estate Management.

5 Reasons for the Recommendation (s)
5.1 Adopting the Asset Management Strategy 2020 to ensure the Council’s asset base is 

appropriately managed and the route to doing this is appropriately documented.

6 Next Steps – Communication and Implementation of the Decision
6.1 Upon endorsement the revised document will be made available via the Council’s website 

and budgetary proposals going forward will be prepared following the guidance set out.

7 Financial Implications 
7.1 The Council has an extensive asset base and its balance sheet as at March 2019 is £71m 

(excluding HRA assets). In order to ensure the assets are correctly acquired, maintained, 
managed and disposed of it is necessary to have an Asset Management Strategy that aligns 
and supports the Council’s ambitions. This is particularly important given the Corporate 
Strategy aim of District Growth and economic sustainability. Specific assets also play a key 
role in supporting service delivery. Given the financial pressures going forward it is important 
to ensure there is transparency on the holding costs of assets and that disposal is 
considered where the asset no longer fulfils a specified role in order that the capital receipt 
can be used to finance new acquisitions.
Financial Implications reviewed by: Richard Wyles, Director of Finance

8 Legal and Governance Implications 
9 An Asset Management Strategy is to be welcomed, as providing a consistent basis on 

which to manage corporate land assets. Specific decisions to buy or dispose of assets 
would be made in accordance with decision making levels as set out in the constitution.
Legal Implications reviewed by: Shahin Ismail, Director of Law and Governance

10 Equality and Safeguarding Implications 
10.1 None
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11 Risk and Mitigation
11.1 Unknown

12 Community Safety Implications 
12.1 There are no community safety implications of this report.

13 Other Implications (where significant) 
13.1 None

14 Background Papers
14.1 None

15 Appendices
15.1 Appendix A - Asset Management Strategy 2020

Date of Publication on Forward Plan (if 
required)

1 February 2019

Previously Considered by: Not applicable Not applicable

Report Timeline: 

Final Decision date  17 March 2020
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This Asset Management Strategy establishes South Kesteven District Council’s 

(SKDC) asset base and its vision, aims and objectives. It is vital to ensure that the 

Council are correctly resourced and structured in delivering its services. 

The purpose of this Asset Management Strategy is to play its part in achieving the 

Councils vision for growth via regeneration and investment, and to set out the steps 

to the delivery of that vision. This strategy only includes General Fund assets and 

there is a separate strategy for Housing. 

The Council’s property holdings are a key resource in delivering and supporting 

services. Each asset has a separate purpose whether income producing, 

regeneration, operational or community based service.  This document seeks to 

identify the strategic and practical approach to asset management to ensure assets 

are managed effectively in the short, medium and long term, with clear corporate and 

service objectives. This will ensure all assets are properly managed, opportunities 

are efficiently pursued, and services are delivered efficiently. 

Property assets are an important resource in contributing to the delivery of efficient 

and effective services to the community and their retention should have a clear 

rational purpose. The property assets referred to in this Asset Management Strategy 

are fixed property assets (Building or Land) and include physical assets such as 

leisure centres, depot, industrial units and offices and associated leases and ground 

rents owned by the General Fund. Again, Housing Assets are excluded from this 

strategy. 

The Council will need to consider how it will accommodate carbon reductions in with 

its capital programme of works. 

This document will be monitored and reviewed annually by the Head of Service. 
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2.0 PROPERTY ASSET STRATEGY 

2.1 Vision and Objectives 

In order to establish what the Council’s asset base should look like and how it should 

perform it needs to be matched to the corporate objective set out in the Corporate 

Strategy 2018 - 2025  

The Corporate Strategy has taken account of the Lincolnshire Sustainability 

Community Strategy (SCS) 2009 - 2030 which sets out an overall direction and 

priorities for the County as follows: 

• Vibrant communities where people enjoy life 

• Opportunities for good health 

• Rich diverse environment, heritage and culture are recognised and enjoyed 

by all 

• One of the healthiest and most sustainable economies in Europe 

• Good connections between people, service, communities and places 

• Organisations working together for Lincolnshire 

South Kesteven District Council has identified its priorities for the district as follows: 

• To grow the economy 

• To keep South Kesteven clean green and healthy 

• To promote leisure arts and culture 

• To support good housing for all 

• To be a well-run Council 

In the light of the above and reflecting central governments desire to have a more 

collaborative approach to share public sector assets (One Public Estate) to reduce 

the reliance and demand on Council Tax to support the overall public estate, the 

following vision and objectives for the Council’s property portfolio have been 

developed. 

South Kesteven District Council’s vision is to assist towns and villages to thrive by 

creating vibrant communities where people want to live, work and invest. 

To enable the Council to deliver on its vision, the Council’s property assets should: 

• Deliver/support a service, benefit a community or be income generating  

• Be fit for purpose 

• Maintained in a good state of repair 

• Inclusive and accessible 

• Environmentally sustainable 

• Economically sustainable 

• Efficient for their use 

• Flexible and adaptable for future use 

The individual elements of the property objectives are important as these will 

determine how the Council expects its property assets to perform, and how progress 

will be measured against achievement of the Corporate Priorities. 
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3.0 EXISTING ASSET STRUCTURE 

3.1 The Assets 

The Council’s General Fund property assets are valued and held in the 2018 – 2019 

Statement of Accounts at £70 million. This is the gross book value of the assets and 

does not necessarily represent the value that might be secured from disposal on the 

open market. This sum reiterates the importance of effective and value led 

management of these assets.  

The table below shows the asset structure as at 31 March 2019: 

Asset Type Freeholds 
Sites 

Gross Book 
Value (£000) 

Operational   

Art Centres 2 7,926 

Bus Station 3 808 

Car Parks 18 4,880 

Council Depots 1 590 

Market Stores 2 160 

Council Offices 3 5,639 

Playing Fields and Parks 6 1,442 

Public Conveniences 9 605 

Stadium & Leisure Centres 4 32,044 

Non-Operational   

Industrial Units 4 5,772 

Miscellaneous 17 11,218 

Total  71,084 

    

Through a managed disposal process, we aim to reduce the number of sites in the 

Council’s ownership, providing they have no current or future use, by disposing of 

those surplus assets no longer with a service, community, regeneration or income 

generating purpose. 

 

3.2       Current Estate Management 

Estate Management shall be managed and coordinated by an Estates Officer. In 

some instances, the work shall be outsourced, in particular high value lease renewals 

and rent reviews. Lettings will also be outsourced to an appropriate agent. 

The maintenance and the repair of all Council assets will be coordinated by the 

Facilities Management team and where necessary outsources to the relevant 

specialists. 

 

A strict due diligence process will be followed as new sites are acquired or disposed 

of. This will ensure a proper record is maintained and the relevant departments are 

updated. 

 

All leasing activities should be in line with South Kesteven District Council’s Financial 

Regulations Guidance Notes. 
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3.3        Lease renewals and rent review 

 

To enable the Council to effectively manage their leased in and leased out assets it is 

important for the Estates team to keep an up to date tenancy record of all key dates. 

Through a structured lease and rent review process, the Property team will follow the 

necessary legislation and professional guidance to ensure these lease arrangements 

are properly managed. 

 

The asset list shall be reviewed regularly to ensure any future lease dates are 

considered well in advance, and the appropriate notices served in good time. 

 

Leases which are not protected under the Landlord and Tenant Act 1954 shall be 

renewed in advance of the expiry date. If terms can not be agreed, a licence should 

be agreed in advance of the expiry date. 

 

As a minimum, each party will pay their own legal cost. 

 

Heads of terms are to be prepared for all lease renewals between the parties 

involved. Rent reviews are to be negotiated and documented in the form of a rent 

review memorandum. 

 

3.4        New tenancies 

 

The Estates Officer shall appoint a local agent to identify the market value of the 

asset and to market the asset on the open market. The route to marketing will be 

dependent on the asset type and agents’ recommendations.  

 

Where a new tenancy is in relation to an investment property, the market value of the 

asset should be paid by the incoming tenant. The market value of the assets will be 

identified through a market due diligence process and based on the appropriate 

evidence identified by the appointed agent. 

 

The appointed agents shall put forward details of the interested parties to the Estates 

Manager and once the preferred tenant has been agreed, the agent will issue final 

heads of terms. 

 

The investment properties shall be let to tenants with an institutionally acceptable 

covenant. 

 

To protect the Council’s position, a rent deposit will be payable by the incoming 

tenant or a suitable guarantee. This will ensure that the Council are financially 

compensated in the instance that a tenant falls into arrears, breaches the repairing 

obligation or any other cause of financial losses. This is limited to a degree. 

 

Each new tenancy will be contracted outside of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1954 

(Sections 24-28) unless in exceptional cases reviewed and signed off by the Head of 

Service. 
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As a minimum, each party is liable for their own legal costs. 

 

Heads of terms are to be prepared for all new tenancies between the parties 

involved. 

3.5        Decision Making – Lease Renewals, Rent Reviews and New Tenancies 
 
Delegated decision making is carried out in accordance with the Procedure for 
Officer Delegated Decision under Article 17 Decision of the Council's Constitution. 
 

3.6        Building Maintenance Programme  

The Council are working towards a five year planned maintenance programme which 
will prioritise, plan, manage and monitor the Council’s General Fund assets. It is 
increasingly important to prioritise funding and repairing obligations. Facilities 
Management will manage the process and where necessary outsource the 
necessary works to an appropriately qualified building surveyor. 
 
In recent years a planned maintenance programme has not been adhered to and as 
a result of this higher repairs, maintenance and in some cases replacements costs 
have been incurred. It will require a finance commitment from the Council to ensure 
the appropriate structure is formed and the necessary works are adhered too.  

 
By continuing to survey each of our General Fund assets on a rolling five year 
programme we aim to develop future programmes of preventative works which will 
be prioritised on a consistent basis. This will allow the General Fund to more 
accurately predict future funding requirements and ensure that available funds are 
targeted to the right buildings, allowing better control of further budgets. 

 
Reactive maintenance (where a previously unforeseen repair is required) can be both 
expensive and disruptive. The Property department’s aim is to minimise the level and 
cost of reactive repairs by keeping our assets in the best possible condition and to 
undertake works over a 5 year programme. 

 
Tenants leasing in a Council asset on full repairing terms will be expected to comply 
with the terms of the lease and to comply with the repairing obligations. Estates and 
Facilities Management will ensure full compliance. 
 
The Council’s operational and service led buildings have over recent years not 
received the right level of investment and therefore the Council need to respond to 
these operational and service requirements to ensure the service on offer can 
operate efficiently and with minimal disruption.  
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4.0 PROPERTY ORGANISATIONAL FRAMEWORK  

4.1 Overview of the Council’s approach 

The Council’s General Fund assets are owned corporately, irrespective of how 

individual assets are used and occupied. It is important that there is appropriate and 

consistent challenge to achieve corporate goals. 

4.2 Strategic fit with corporate business planning 

 Asset Management planning has strong links with the capital planning process. The 

Council has a corporate and budget planning cycle, which includes a project bid 

scoring and prioritisation process. The Heads of Service review and set the potential 

capital projects for inclusion and these are the subject to a clearly defined 

assessment process coordinated through the Property Investment Group (PInG).  

 Each service area produces a three year Service Plan to a standard format, the most 

recent of which is for the period 2019 – 2021.  They include information about the 

premises costs, together with planned and aspirational service developments and 

priorities. Many of these will have implications on the way the service is to be 

delivered in the future, and their requirements for property assets. The property 

implications within service plans should be explicitly recognised, coordinated and 

considered as part of the asset management process and in recognition of the 

Government’s Transparency Agenda. 

4.3 Key roles & responsibilities 

 The Property representation within the Senior Management Team is pivotal in 

supporting the Council’s strategic asset management of its property holdings. The 

Assistant Director of Growth is the Council’s designated Corporate Property Officer 

(CPO), reporting to the Strategic Director of Growth. 

 At elected member level, the Portfolio Holder is the Cabinet level representative with 

responsibilities for property assets. 

4.4 Corporate decision making 

 Decision making around property assets currently involve two streams: 

• Estate Management – This relates property management, new lettings, lease 

renewals and rent reviews 

• Strategic Decisions – This relates to activities such as project work, 

investments, acquisitions, disposals and other contentious matters. 

There are established protocols in place in deal with these decisions. 

4.5 Consultation and engagement 

 Consultation and engagement with the wider community primarily takes place as part 

of the budget and corporate planning process, as well as on service specific projects 

and initiatives. On occasions, consultation will be required on specific property 

related projects. 

 Internal service operator reviews are required to identify potential implications when 

preparing a plan and will input into the review process which will look at asset 

suitability, cost, efficiency, plus current and future service delivery. 
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4.6 Decision making 

 Delegated decision-making is carried out in accordance with the Procedure for 

Officer Delegated Decisions under Article 17 Decision of the Council’s Constitution. 
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5.0 ASSET STRATEGY 

5.1 Property Asset Management Practices and Procedures 

 The effective co-ordinated management of the assets requires the Council to adhere 

to a set of agreed practices and procedures. These are detailed below: 

5.2 Property Acquisition and Disposal 

The Council requires a consistent strategy for the acquisition and disposal of assets. 

This is required and undertaken to support and enhance the Council’s priorities and 

to ensure that at all times the assets serves a relevant purpose in that it is retained to 

provide a benefit or is disposed to enable the value to be recycled or to underwrite a 

strategic aim. 

 All acquisitions and disposals should be undertaken in accordance with the following 

protocol which deals with the approval and a management of the process and sets 

out the basis under which the transaction can be progressed. It sets out the Council’s 

required policies and procedures including statutory requirements. 

 The procedure is intended to promote expediency in the way that acquisitions and 

disposals are dealt with by the Council. It is used by Council officers to inform 

developers and members of the public. 

 Guiding principles: 

• Assets should be continuously reviewed, and their values and purpose 

challenged in order to ensure a consistent and viable approach to each asset. 

 

• Assets should not be retained where the asset does not: 

o play an integral part in delivering, community or service use 

o comply with the regeneration of the community 

o does not or is unlikely to provide a sufficient monetary return 

o are not fit for purpose or cannot be economically brought back into 

use 

 

The disposal of assets should be in line with the Disposal Strategy. Disposals 

should always be considered where the sale of an asset can provide capital 

to be reinvested towards other strategic council projects. 

 

 

5.3        Acquisitions – Practice & Procedures  

 

The Council is developing an ambitious growth programme which aims to promote 

the economic development and regeneration within the District. It also aims to 

support the financial challenges which the Council faces in ensuring it maintains a 

sustainable balanced budget in future years.   

Assets should not be acquired without complying with the Council’s ‘Property 

Investment Policy. 

The aim of the IRFS is to set out a framework for investing directly and indirectly in 

property assets, via direct ownership, joint ventures and financing arrangements. 
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SKDC seeks to invest in commercial investment properties to provide an income 

stream for the Council and in strategic land and building assets which will bring 

forward economic regeneration and growth in the district. 

It also sets out the governance arrangements, which will enable timely investment 

decisions to be made. 

Property will work closely with local agents and specialists on the delivery of these 

acquisitions, and the cost for this resource will be identified within the business case. 

Property will build in (where necessary) an appropriate level of cost for professional 

support with the delivery of any development work following the acquisition, including 

any additional Facilities Management resource required. 

 

5.5 Disposals – Practice & Procedures 

5.5.1 Scope 

The Council as part of this strategy sets out the procedures for the disposal of those 

assets that no longer have a role and are surplus to the requirements of the General 

Fund portfolio.  

All disposals should be in line with South Kesteven District Council’s Financial 

Regulations. 

The Council’s actions in disposing of land are subject to statutory provisions, in 

particular to the overriding duty of the Council under section 123 of the Local 

Government Act 1972, to obtain the best consideration that can be reasonably 

obtained for the disposal of land. This duty is subject to certain exceptions that are 

set out in the ‘Local Government Act 1972: General Disposal Consent (England) 

2003’ which should be read in conjunction with the Scheme of Delegation to Officers 

and Members, Corporate Financial Rules, Procurement Rules and the Capital 

Strategy. 

A disposal of land below open market value may require the consent of the Secretary 

of State under the provision of the Local Government Act 1972. 

It is important that each disposal is treated on its own merits and nothing in this 

document will bind the Council to a particular course of action in respect of any 

disposals.  

Alternative methods not mentioned in this document can be used where appropriate, 

subject to obtaining appropriate governance approval. 

 

5.5.2 Surplus  

 

A building or land can be deemed to be surplus to the Council’s requirement and 

available for asset rationalisation if: 

 

• The asset has been declared surplus and not required by all Heads of Service 

and it is therefore no longer able to contribute to the delivery of the Council’s 

operational and service needs. 
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• An alternative site/building has been identified for in-service/operational 

needs which is more cost efficient 

• An income generating asset fails to provide net annual profits without further 

capital investment. 

• The capital value of an asset could release capital to the Council for another 

project and any loss of income is acceptable to the Council’s revenue budget.  

• There is little or no potential for reuse, regeneration or economic 

redevelopment 

• The asset could be joined with other land and buildings directly or via joint 

ventures to bring about regeneration and redevelopment providing economic 

and social benefits. 

• An opportunity is to be captured through the One Public Estate surplus asset 

register working with another public body to achieve savings, shared working 

or regeneration. 

• Where the disposal would reduce the costs of use, maintenance and or 

management of the portfolio without any effect on service. 

• Where the cost of improvement and or maintenance of the building/land 

exceeds the assets value 

 

5.5.3 Identifying surplus assets 

Sites being considered for disposal can be identified in the following ways: 

• Asset rationalisation work undertaken by the Head of Property relating to 

identifying underused or vacant land and buildings. 

• Approaches from third parties including Town and Parish Council, joint 

venture partners and companies and One Public Estate (OPE) 

collaboration. 

• Identification of opportunities to generate revenue and or capital for the 

Council, e.g. by releasing exiting restrictive covenants, easements, 

covenants, that benefit the Council  

• Active involvement in the Council’s regeneration and growth strategy to 

facilitate redevelopment/regeneration sites. 

A surplus asset register can be kept in the public domain and the details shared with 

One Public Estate. 

 

5.5.4 Disposal Process 

Initial Appraisal  

A short summary including the declaration of surplus reasoning, rational for sale, 

estimated capital receipt, any loss of revenue, recommended method of disposal and 

marketing and any special interests or pre-disposal actions to add value will be 

prepared and approved. 

Direct Consultation 

The following parties will be advised of the potential disposal; 

• One Public Estate through the Surplus Asset Register. 
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• Relevant Town and Parish Councils 

• Relevant Ward Members 

A reasonable period will be allowed for representations to be made.  

If appropriate, local residents will be given the opportunity to raise comments and or 

objections. 

Pre Marketing investigations may be required to satisfy due diligence queries, where 

appropriate 

• Site Investigations 

• Title report 

• Planning statement including Regional Planning Guidance and the 

Local Development Framework. 

• Valuation and Marketing advice 

• Marketing Strategy 

Marketing Strategy 

The Head of Property shall appoint either the District Valuer, or an RICS Registered 

Valuer to assess the market value of the site/building(s) and advise on the best route 

to achieve best consideration in the prevailing market conditions for the type of 

property. 

An assessment shall be made of whether or not the Council should undertake any 

actions to increase value e.g. obtain either outline or detailed planning permission. 

A ‘’special purchaser” may be identified. A party to whom the asset may have a 

higher value than the market value and advice given as to how to engage for the best 

outcome. Where appropriate the Council will give due consideration as to whether it 

will wish to dispose of a freehold interest of a site/building or alternatively a long 

lease whereby it may be able to retain long-term controls or potential income 

Where the disposal is to be by way of long lease, the Head of Finance will be 

consulted to assess the implications regarding VAT, Capital Controls and Treasury 

Management. 

Method of Disposal  

The Head of Property in consultation with the District Valuer or RICS Registered 

Value will recommend a method of disposal. 

 The Council will usually use one of six means of disposal as below: 

1. Private Treaty 

The sale of a site/building negotiated with one or a number of purchasers. The 

land may not be openly marketed for sale. A binding legal agreement is created 

on the exchange of contracts between the Council and the purchaser. 

2. Public Auction 

Sale of a site/building by open auction available to anyone, creating a binding 

legal agreement to the highest bidder, unless the minimum bid is not reached. 

The sale will be publically advertised in advance to help achieve best value. 
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3. Formal Tender 

The sale of a site/building by a process of public advertisement and submission 

of tenders by a given date and time, in accordance with a strict procedure. The 

Council creates a legal binding agreement on acceptance of the tender. 

4. Exchange of Land 

A transaction involving the exchange of Council owned assets with another 

landowner. The site/buildings exchanged must be assessed for best 

considerations as a minimum. The Council will create a legally binding contract 

on exchange and completion of relevant documents.   

5. Informal Negotiated Tender 

A sale of land after a public advertisement that requires informal offers or bids 

that meet a given specification of set objective. A binding legal agreement is not 

created until the exchange of contracts between the Council and chosen bidder. 

6. Asset Transfer 

This is a nil or low cost transfer to another public sector body or community 

group, typically a Town or Parish Council. This may include park, open spaces or 

other community based assets, usually in exchange for them taking assets in 

their current condition and assuming the liability for future maintenance. 

Negotiations 

Heads of terms are to be prepared for all disposals between the parties involved. 

Approval to Instruct Solicitors 

Once a potential purchaser has been identified and terms of the proposed disposal 

conditionally agreed in writing, approval will be sought to proceed to dispose 

accompanied by the following documentation; 

Written Heads of terms, subject to contract and Council’s final approval 

Best consideration Valuation advice to evidence the terms of disposal. 

Instruction 

Solicitors will be instructed to document the agreed disposal. Internal or external 

services can be utilised depending on cost, complexity, resource and timing.  

The Council will ordinarily require the purchaser to pay its Legal and Surveyor’s costs 

incurred in the transaction, if the market conditions and method of disposal are 

conducive. 

The appropriate governance will be progressed and submitted for final approval to 

ensure that the Council is ready willing and able to contract at the appropriate time. 

Exchange 

 Contracts will exchange as per the timescale agreed within the heads of terms. 
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Completion  

Once the disposal has been completed, legal services will advise the finance, 

accounts, property, rating services and other relevant Council departments so that 

the relevant records can be updated. 

All staff costs, legal costs, marketing costs, consultant’s costs etc. associated with 

any potential disposal of an asset will be offset against the Capital Receipt. 

Governance Arrangements 

As part of the decision making process it is recommended that any proposals to be 

considered will follow a set process. 

The Initial Appraisal will be prepared for consideration and approval by the Portfolio 

Holder prior to engaging in negotiations or marketing. 

The disposal process will be undertaken by the Estates Manager. 

At the appropriate time an Approval to Instruct Solicitors report will be submitted to 

the Portfolio Holder following consultation with Legal, Finance and any other relevant 

service. The transaction preparation and due diligence will be undertaken.  

The transaction will be presented and considered to the Portfolio Holder. 

Consideration as to whether the governance arrangements should be in the public 

domain is required to ensure that the best consideration is received.   

Approval Process 

Authorisation limits to be in line with South Kesteven District Councils Financial 

Regulations Guidance Notes April 2016. 

5.6 Community Asset Transfer 

In particular instances, the Council will on a case by case basis consider transferring 

the management, maintenance liability and or ownership of public land and buildings 

to community organisations, usually for less than best consideration to achieve a 

local social, economic and environmental benefit. This is for the benefit of the local 

communities. 

The majority are negotiated on long term community leases on full repairing and 

insuring arrangements at a peppercorn rent, which supports with the community 

organisation or group obtaining external funding and allows the interest to revert to 

the Council if the Group fails.  

Freehold disposals can be made available to Parish and Town Councils where 

precepts can be raised for upkeep, and the future of the buildings public use be 

assured via restrictive covenants to the benefit of the Council. 

Multiple asset transfers involve the transfer of more than one asset to an existing, or 

new, community group(s). They are of such a scale that the transfer will have a 

significant long term impact particularly if they form part of large scale regeneration 

plans for an area. 

The type of community assets to be transferred include: 

• Parks and open spaces 
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• Community facilities including Sports Fields and Buildings 

• Churchyard maintenance responsibilities 

• Other assets with a benefit to local community organisations 

 

5.6.1 Process 

Identifying the site 

Land for community asset transfer will be identified by the Head of Property through 

a consultation process with local community organisation and groups.  

Local community organisations and groups are invited to share their interest in land 

which has a particular importance to their local community.  

Valuation 

The Head of Property may appoint the District Valuer, or RICS Registered Valuer if 

necessary, to identify the sites market value. The valuations will include the future 

restrictions for public use assumption, current condition of the asset and take fully 

into account maintenance and improvement costs against revenue.  

Governance Arrangements 

As part of the decision making process it is recommended that any proposals to be 

considered will follow a set process. 

It is envisaged that a brief outline appraisal will be prepared by the Head of Property 

and signed off by the Property Investment Group, prior to engaging in negotiations.   

Following approval of the appraisal by the Property Investment Group, the appraisal 

will be presented and considered to the Portfolio Holder. 

Negotiations 

Where it has been agreed that a community asset is to be transfer to a community 

organisation, the terms for the transfer should be agreed between parties and 

documented within the Council’s standard head of terms. The Property Investment 

Group and/or Cabinet will sign off before proceeding. 

Community assets for community transfer purposes will be restricted in terms of 

change of use and future development of the site unless the change of use or site 

development generates an economic or social benefit to the local community. 

Instruction 

Once terms have been agreed for the transfer and the documentation signed off by 

the Property Investment Group and/or Cabinet, legal service will be instructed to 

complete the relevant legal documentation. 

 Exchange 

 Contracts will exchange as per the timescale agreed within the heads of terms. 
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Completion  

Once the transfer has been completed, legal services will advise the all relevant 

services including finance, accounts, property, rating and other relevant Council 

departments.  

 

6.0 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 

 Performance measurement is essential for effective and efficient management of the 

portfolio of assets and staff resource to maximise asset return.   

The performance of the Council’s portfolio will continuously change through the year 

and will be monitored closely against a benchmarking process relating to the 

performance of other local authorities. This will support the Council’s aim of achieving 

its overall property vision through setting a range of performance targets. 

It is important to note that both National and Local market economic factors can 

affect the performance of an Investment Portfolio and a Regeneration Project and 

these influences are most often outside the control of the asset managers, however 

they can anticipate and advise on market trends and capture risk issues as part of 

reporting procedures. 

The Council have set the following performance indicators for the day to day 

management of its property portfolio: 

Key Performance Indicators Comments 
 

Investment Criteria 
 

 

Completion documentation On receipt of the completion of a 
transaction, the Councils internal 
records will be updated, and the 
necessary due diligence completed 
within 5 working days 
 

Lease renewals and rent reviews To be reviewed 12 – 18 months prior to 
lease expiry/rent review date.  A 
strategic decision to be made and 
recorded by Estates 
 

New tenancy and renewals timescales 
 

From instruction, Property expect 
completion of a lease to be within 6 
weeks subject to the tenant acting 
reasonable 

Return on investment The return on an investment should be 
in line with the Councils Property 
Investment Strategy 

Operational 
 

 

Vacancy targets Any vacant property to be marketed by 
a local agent at least 3 months before a 
lease expiry (if practically possible) or 
as soon as the Property team are aware 
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of the vacancy. Any vacant property 
should be advertised n the SKDC 
website within a reasonable period 

Procurement  All cost incurred must be correctly 
procured in line with the Council 
Procurement Procedures in advance of 
the instruction 

Communication from an occupier of 
SKDC owned property 

A returning communication to be made 
within 48 hours of the query 
 

Rental Arrears  Credit control to chase any outstanding 
arrears on the day the arrears become 
due. If arrears are not paid within 7 
days of the due date, this is to be 
escalated 

Community Assets 
 

 

Health and Safety - repair and 
maintenance 

Any minor health and safety risks to 
community assets, open spaces and 
sporting facilities where the Council 
have a responsibility to maintain should 
be dealt with and made safe within 24 
hours of the case being identified. 
Serious health and safety risks 
particularly where there is a risk to life 
should be attended to as a matter of 
urgency but no later than 12 hours after 
the incident was reported 

Fit for Purpose The assets used by the Community 
must remain capable of being used 
safely 

Regeneration and development  
 

 

Repurposing surplus assets Once a surplus asset has been 
identified, a decision on the future of the 
asset should be considered within a 3 
month timescale. This will ensure 
surplus assets do not remain vacant for 
long periods of time and if disposed of 
the capital reinvested 

Revenue Growth To increase the Councils revenue 
stream between 3 - 5% each year 
(£35,000 and £59,000) for the next 3 
years (based on the current annual 
income) by investing in the 
development of income producing land 
and buildings to provide a regular 
income stream, subject to the 
appropriate stock being come available 
and forthcoming finance from the 
Council 

Carbon Emissions All project work should take into 
consideration sustainable benefits 
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providing they are commercially viable. 
LED lighting should be considered 

  

 

7.0 ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURES 

 The lead officer for delivering the Asset Management Plan is the Head of Property 

who has the overall responsibility for the General Fund assets and oversees the 

property function. The services dealt with by the property team includes Asset 

Management, Estates Management and Facilities Management. The Head of 

Property reports to the Assistant Director for Growth who forms part of the Senior 

Management Team, including the Chief Executive. The Head of Property has the 

responsibility to ensure the correct level of resource and experience is readily 

available and ensure the contractual performance of external consultants.  

The Head of Property role is to oversee the Property and Asset Management 

functions and forms part of the Property Investment Group. The Property Investment 

Group comprises the Section 151 Officer, Director of Growth, Assistant Director for 

Growth, Assistant Director for Housing and Head of Property, although regularly 

joined by other members of the Senior Management Team. 

Where appropriate the Property Investment Group will work with relevant elected 

members on a case by case basis to ensure their comments are recorded and any 

concerns addressed. This in particular relates to following Governance procedures. 

The interface with the elected members of the Council are sustained through informal 

contacts and networks. 

The structure of the General Fund Property team is illustrated on the diagram below: 
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DRAFT – 21/01/20
Member Working Group for Leisure

Terms of Reference

Purpose & Context

The Council’s leisure service not only plays a significant part in keeping our 
communities active and healthy, but also has a valuable role in ensuring that South 
Kesteven district is a place where people want to live, work and visit.

The Council has identified the enhancement of its leisure service as a key priority and 
has commissioned feasibility work to determine how best to develop a suite of fit for 
purpose leisure facilities that meet modern customer expectation and encompass 
opportunities to improve the health and wellbeing of South Kesteven residents. 

The Member Working Group is being established to assess the results of the 
feasibility work, and to ensure that the vision and ambitions of Members are fully 
understood and incorporated in any proposals.  This group will help to shape and 
develop the work, monitor progress and provide feedback to Cabinet and relevant 
Committees.

Objectives

The Member Working Group shall:

 Set and agree the objectives for the leisure service
 Ensure the work undertaken is in line with Corporate priorities 
 Set and agree the contract outcomes and key performance indicators
 Monitor project progress and ensure it delivers maximum benefit for the 

Council and residents
 Provide advice and give direction on key issues
 Advocate the benefits of the project across the Council and provide 

regular updates to wider Members and appropriate Committees

Membership

The Member Working Group for Leisure shall comprise:

 Cabinet Member for Growth 
 Two Members nominated by Finance, Economic Development and 

Corporate Services OSC
 Two Members nominated by Culture and Visitor Economy OSC
 Strategic Director of Growth
 Head of Leisure 
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DRAFT – 21/01/20
If Members are unable to attend a meeting of the Working Group, they will arrange 
for a substitute from the Overview and Scrutiny Committee of which they are a 
member to attend on their behalf. 

Additional attendees may be invited to join the Member Working Group for Leisure on 
a meeting by meeting basis to consider specific topics and work areas.

Chairman and Vice-Chairman

The Member Working Group for Leisure will be chaired by the Cabinet Member for 
Growth. The Head of Leisure shall act as Deputy-Chairman.

Rules of Procedure

 This group has no decision making powers and no associated budget.  
 The role of this group will be to make recommendations to Officers, the 

relevant Overview and Scrutiny Committees and Cabinet.
 The group shall meet monthly 
 Meeting agendas will be agreed at least a week in advance of any 

meeting
 Progress and action notes will be prepared which can be shared to 

other Council meetings

Timescales

The group shall remain in place until such time as the new management option has 
been implemented in April 2022.  
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Finance, Economic Development and Corporate Services Overview and Scrutiny Committee 2019/20
DRAFT Work Programme

Item Current Issues/Status Date Outcome sought

2018/19 outturn and 
performance

Outturn considered by Governance and Audit on 21 June 2019 
and Cabinet on 9 July 2019

Recommendations as necessary to 
Cabinet

Contract tendering 
process review Item arising from call-in meeting on 14 June 2019 Recommendations to Governance 

and Audit Committee

Committee’s remit Committee to review its terms of reference and consider items 
it would like to see included

16 July 
2019

Recommendations to Constitution 
Committee

Q1 financials and 
performance Quarterly reporting Recommendations as necessary to 

Cabinet

Deepings special 
expense area Added on 16th July 2019 at the request of Councillor Baxter

To make recommendations to 
Cabinet to inform the budget setting 
process

Local Plan Main 
Modifications

5 
September 
2019

Comments to Cabinet 

Q2 Financials Quarterly reporting Recommendations as necessary to 
Cabinet

Q2 Performance Quarterly reporting Recommendations as necessary to 
Cabinet

Fees and Charges 
Policy To consider the redeveloped Policy Recommendations to Cabinet on 

draft Policy

Additional Meeting To confirm an additional meeting date

19 
November 
2019

To confirm an extra meeting to 
discuss the future Leisure 
management options (27 November 
2019)
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Finance, Economic Development and Corporate Services Overview and Scrutiny Committee 2019/20
DRAFT Work Programme

Item Current Issues/Status Date Outcome sought

Quarter 3 financials Quarterly reporting Recommendations as necessary to 
Cabinet

Quarter 3 performance Quarterly reporting Recommendations as necessary to 
Cabinet

Transformation 
including IT and 
infrastructure

Understand key deliverables of IT Infrastructure programme, 
and look at any efficiencies.

Feedback on the project 
implementation and 
recommendations as necessary for 
the ongoing development of the 
infrastructure

Asset Management 
Strategy To consider the draft strategy. Recommendations to Cabinet on 

draft Asset Management Strategy

Member Working 
Group for Leisure

To seek volunteers for a Member Working Group, which will 
feed into the development of the Leisure Service proposals and 
monitor project progress.

4 February 
2020

Formation of the Working Group, 
which will feed back and present 
recommendations to the relevant 
Committees and/or Cabinet as 
necessary 

Quarter 4 financials Quarterly reporting Recommendations as necessary to 
Cabinet

Quarter 4 performance Quarterly reporting Recommendations as necessary to 
Cabinet

Grantham Town 
Centre

To consider business occupancy rates in Grantham, including 
business survival rates.
(to also include info on defibrillators in Grantham)

30 April 
2020
(note new 
date)

To consider any recommendations 
for improvements to Cabinet as 
necessary
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Finance, Economic Development and Corporate Services Overview and Scrutiny Committee 2019/20
DRAFT Work Programme

Item Current Issues/Status Date Outcome sought

Outputs and returns 
arising from the 
Council’s companies

Further info to follow

Town Centre and Car 
parking review 

Explore the potential of establishing a number of joint Task and 
Finish panels to continue the review work started by previous 
OSCs

TBC To report findings to the FED & CS 
Committee

Development 
infrastructure Further info to follow TBC

Economic 
Development Strategy 
and role of InvestSK

Further info to follow TBC

Recommendations as necessary to 
Cabinet, further work to develop an 
updated Economic Development 
Strategy

Housing delivery test 
action plan

To review progress against the action plan agreed by Cabinet 
on 9th July 2019 TBC

To make any recommendations to 
Cabinet as necessary

Special Expense 
Areas

To consider the district-wide principle of using SEAs and the 
available options moving forward (as requested by the 
committee following the Deepings SPA review and by the Joint 
Budget OSC at its annual meeting).

TBC
To make recommendations as 
necessary to Cabinet and feed into 
future budget proposals. 
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